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·rhe main objectives of this !Jresen t research were : First, 

to ascertain if there had been any change in regard to causes, 

nature, and 0onsequ ?nces of student unrest in the ye2!!31977 and 1982; 

second, to ascertain if there was any difference amongst the three 

grou-ps in Utkr.Q Uni vP.rsi ty viz. teachers, students, and administrators 

in ree;:,rd to their perception of causes, nature and consequences of 

student unrest in 1977 as well as in 1982. 

In line with the above objectives six hypotheses were formulated 

and tested with a comparative paradigm. The setting chosen to conduct 

the study was the Utkal University and the reason for choosing the 

S2l!le for the research are givm in detail in the methodology chantpr. 

The srunple consisted of a tot2~ of tv1enty-eic;ht teachers, twenty-two 

students, and tr!enty adlainistrators who had all witnessed the 1977 

and 1982 unrest and were still continuing to serve in one capacity 

or the other in the same university. To ascertain the differences 

in the ne.ture, causes and consequences of student unrest in the two 

periods, an open ended and a str>Jctured questionnaire covering the 

three areas were prepared and administrated to the three groups. 

The following results ·emerged; ( 1) Between 1977 and 1982, 

there was sie:'lificant differc>nce in the causes that led to student 

unrest. Ebr instance, while in 1977 the causes were faulty university 

administration, poor teacher-taught relationshi.,, poor administrator

student relationship, lack of adequate curricular- and recr~ational 

activities;·· in 1982 the causes that led to the onset of unrest '.'!ere 
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excessive politicization in the campus, pOlitical grouping within 

the campus, political int<orference and lack of employment opportuni

ties in the future. ( 2) The teachers, students, and administrators 

were unanimous in their opinion that religion, language and caste 

played no significant role in the onset of student unrest in 'Joth 

the years. They however differed amongst themsel·ITes in regard to 

the causes, viz. faulty university administration, poor teB.cher-

taught relationship, lack of adequate academic and recrec.':ional 

facilities,and poor administrator-student relationship. :rt>r insta"lce, 

while students and teachers attributed the onset of 1977 unrest to 

faulty university administration , the administrators did not agree 

with the above view. While administrators felt that the lack of 

adequate curricular activities was the cause of student unrest in 

1977, the students denied the seme. ~hus there \'las significant 

difference in the perception of three groups in r~ard to the 

causes that led to student unrest. (3) The nature of student unrest 

varied between the t\'lo l)eriods, v:ith 1977 l>eing relatively more 
in 

psyehologicalLnature, slichtly more disciplined, better organised, 

Ylith lesser involvement of politicians from out side. On the 

contrary the 1982 unrest I"JaS considered to be more political in 

nature, somewhat poorly disciplined, poorly organis-ed, arid' wit·h 

greater involvement of politicians from outside. (4) As for the 

consequences all the three groups were unanimous in stating that 

there were damaging consequences as a result of the student unrest 

in both the years. The e,"bove findings were discussed in the light 

of other researches in the field. 
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Ii:'l' ?.OLUC~ ION 

Mahatma wrote in 1931, "I must .•• 
hope to the last breath that India 
will make non-violence her creed, 
preserve -the dignity of man, and 
prevent him from reverting to the 
type fro !I'. which he is sun osed to 
have raised himself." 

Yet after independence in 1947, India has been experiencing 

varied types of aggressive acts such as violence, ar,son, looting, 

riots and rrob attacks including damage of properties. Such acts of 

violence have not 1£-d to either preserving the dignity of man as 

Gandhiji wished or it led to instilling and Inaintaining harmony 

arrongst different gro~ps. It has been noted by many (e.g. Altbach, 

1968; Sinha, 1975; Sinha and Dass, 1975, Majum:l<:~r, f9Bl) that India 

is under the strong grip of aggression and violence ~1hich gets all 

the more strengthened in magnitude. 

'I' ermc-:<l varyingly as student mcJVement, student viol enccc, etc., 

student unrest has been causing considerable concern to the nation, 

specially to the educational and administrative authorities in the 

country. As is well kno~n, student unrest has dominated the contempo-

rary scene in almost c.ll societies during the last few decJdes, and 

in India, to an extent has contributed to the manifold social problems 

in the society. Further more, in India scarcely a day passes 

without some report in the nevJS regarding campus indjgcipline., 

student unrest, student movement, mob violence, student agitation 
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aggression etc. These are variedly described using terms such as 

student :::ctivism, 2gitation, boycott, clash, conflict, demonstration, 

discontent., disruption, dissatisfaction, dissrot, disturbances, 

gherao, goondaism, indiscipline, movemrot, pOlitics, power protest, 

row~, stir, strike, tension, •.mrest, uprising, walkout, violence 

etc. G·enerally there are some-of the terms compendiously used to 

denote all disruptive activities of student violence and aggression. 

Sinha and Dass (1975) view that "violence is the ex:treme form of 

aggressive behaviour". Lorenz ( 1966) ex:plains aggressive behaviour 

in terms of a "fighting instinct" in mm. Harrison ( 1980) defines 

aggression as one referring to behaviour that are "introded to 

inflict injury on some one or .something". As a major aspect of 

life, it has been of interest to psychologists. lccording to 

Berkowitz ( 1970) aggression is any activity either physical and 

verbal, that has a goal of inflicting harm and dam2ge to someone and 

something. Generally student unrest is one form of manifestation of 

aggression. 

At the psychological level the student unrest may be understood 

in terms of the state of mind of an individual. As reported by 

Sarkar ( 1960) and Srichandra ( 1966) student unrest may be an ex:pression 

of student dissatisfaction and emotional imbalance which they cannot 

directly express due to various oo cial control and pressure in the 

society. These repressed emotions do not alro get channelised 

towards a definite goal and thus may manifest intself in 
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terms of unrest, indiscifline etc. or in certain typical behuviours 

1 ik~ lack of interest in academics, regression and tens ion. 

S'l'UDo:NT l.JlJRSSTI A HISTORICAL PSRSPE:CTIVE. 

AS Philip H. Altbach (1968) observed " student movement has not 

only been a contemporary phenomenon but has important historical 

roots." Activism reached a high point in the late 1960s, ~!hen 

student political movements assumed world 'dde 1importance. Students 

had become a political f~rce in a nurrber of western n<Jtions, and 

they continued to play a key role in· many third Y.Orld nations. In 

India; students had play,ed a crucial role in the political 

atmosphere during independence stnuggle .3nd later they had dominated 

in ever:; s1-here of political and academic life of the country cmd 

thus it may be said that student unresi; in India has had a long 

and continuous history. 

It is '·"orth noting that one of the earliest organisations 1,1as 

the Calcutt2 Student ;';ssociation(CS;;) founded in 1875 by A.l'!. 3ose 

through Hhich Surendrdn.'Jth Banerjee appealed for the rise of a 

youth c.ovement. Triputhy (1972) noted that in 1920 the first .Ul 

India College Students conference was held at Nagpur along "lith the 

Congress Session and thenceforth student conferences becume a 

.regulnr feature of the Indian N~tional Congress Sessions. During 

Si;non Comntission' s visit to India in 1928, the students organised 

a series of demonstrations on a nutional level, demanding freedom 

for India. The All Bengal Students' Associ<:Jtion (1928) organised by 
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Pt. Jav:aharlal Nehru, actively p-:1rticipated in the Satyag:-aha mo·,.r,.rr,ent 

of 1930 and again in the Q'..lit India movement in 1942. During the 

strug-;le for Independence, students involved themselves in militant 

activities against the British rule. ·.rhe All India Student Federation 

(AISF) was formed during this period which helped to unite the 

student m?Vement for several years ·to come. Other organisationslike the 

All India }'iuslim Students "'eder3tion, Rashtriya Swayam Sevak Sangh 

(RSS), the Hindu Student Federation etc. played a significant role 

in the grr~at fr :::edom stru-Jgle. 

In the post Independence period, students continued to play a 

vital role in the day to day affairs of India, particularly in 

politics. Students through ·differe:'t kind of organisations, like 

Indian Youth C:mgress (IYC), All India Youth Federation (AIYF), 

Naga Hati:mal Council, DeiiDcratic Youth Federation of India (DYF), 

}Jizo t:ational Front, Nikhil Tripura Sanyukta UpajcJti Farishad 

(~'TSUI·), All Bodo Students Union (ABSU) etc., c.ctively participated 

in the ndtional as vrell as international affairs of India. 

Saras·.-: 1thi ( 1933) opines that rrajor political part:ies at both national 

and regional levels have organised "cheir youth \·rings and many of them 

have also separate students uings in cle01r recognition of the immense 

power of the youth as a force in :;olitics. Also Altbach (1982) 

vie\ved that hiStorica:!.ly, student IIDvement sometira"s manifested 

itself in cultural rather than political terms in the third 

\-IDrld. 8e:nerally, activist movements throughout the world have been 

concerned Hith broader I=Qlitical issues than eith Univex:sity issues 

and reform. 
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It is true that the unrest of one country diff.:;,rs from that 

of another in its orientation, due to difference in social structure 

and valae systems. .C.l so it has been observed th.;t societies, ·with 

different tradition, custom & religious ~ractices and linguistic groups,. 

influence the specific features of the student unrest. Regional 

di:':.cerences and the typical characteristics of lndiahlife have been 

min:ored in the patterns of student political a:::tivism in India. As 

reported by Altbach (1968) vlhile in Anc1hra Fradesh, Uttar Pradesh, 

\>lest Bengal and Bihar, students had been deeply involved in politically 

toned activities, students in Maharashtra and South India appear to 

have been relatively more peaceful, except for 1954-65 agitation. 

Similarly while West Bengal experienced more militant }'Olitical 

activities, Kerala appeared to have exr:-e::ienced little unrest for 

the same period. 'l'he "Hindi Heart Land" of Bih21r <>nd Uttar Pradec:1 

v:hile had been affected by student activ.lsm, the state of Rajasthan 

up;:.ear:s to have remained relatively nore quiet. .'q:.art from the 

g0nc~ral varying trend of student unrest :'.n different states it has 

cll so been observed that in India,. the character of student unrest 

also ·varied from region to reg:i.on and frCJm University to University. 

For inst<rnce, while the unrest of Banaras Hindu University and 

Allahabad University were campus orientE:d, il'l Orissa =md Madras, the 

unrest was s:>cially oriented. That is, the latter agitations were 

:lirected at issues related to some broad social problems. 
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Sometimes student unrest may be sparked of by certain immediate 

factors such as the unhelpful or uncooperative attitude of te~chcrs 

and administrators or the lack of adequate facilities within the 

college (classroom, game field) etc. As pointed out by Altbach(1963) 

inade:;uate facilities, substandard educational preparation as well as 

the fear of unemployment after graduation might render students 

rather open to anxiety and frustration Which in turn may take the 

form of student indiscipline and ~c-est. Such indiscipline may 

result in violent derronstrations. 

Thus, student unrest appears not only to ITBnifest in varied 

types of behaviour such as denonstrati:m, protest, strike, dh3rna, 

boycott of classes and even violent mob type behavicurs, but also 

aprears to v:,.ry in the underlying ];Sychodynamic L1ctors \olhich sp3r]( 

off such unrest. Further tro~e, one also finds that student unrest 

appeurs to vary in their typical features and characteristics in di::f-

erent periods of time, obv:i.ousJ.y due to the ch,:nging JOlitical and 

soci3l environment within a country. 
exten·c 

1-/hile studi;,s on student unrest have focussed attention to an/ 

on the nature and causes, there have been Fractically no study which 

has attempted to ascertain if the student unrest has been undergoing 

a changing c·rend in its nature, causes and consequences over a period 

of time. Also, no research has highlighted the typical varying 

psychodynamics underlying student unrest in t>-o different periods. Such a 

compariso~ is essential to understand the changing trends in student 
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unrest v1hich in turn might help take measu::es to prevent such unrest 

from 2rising, as it co.uses untold harm t:J stucents by depriving them 

of g):Jd teachin<;-le,,rning :J:,;:rcortunities in the field of higher 

cduc;~ti:Jn and later in the field of employment. 

'!lith the ab:Jve in viev11 the present research has underti,ken to 

study student unrest in t\,o different periods of time (1977 and 1982) 

at Utkal University V.Jhere, in both the times student unrest ended in 

loss of ma~y te2ching dCJys, closure of university, post1onement of 

exa~~nations and subsequent loss of one academic year for the students. 

It is hOf.ed that the comparison of the nature-cc:uses and 

consequences of student unrest in the tw::> different perioC:s Hill 

thc::JVJ light on the ch,snging trends, the underlying rsychocynamics 

of such a change as Hell as demonstrate in v.hat '.vu.ys the three major 

<;roups in .o< university ferceive these changes. 

'l'be next chapteL· presents the revie\·1 of literature on student 

un:est. 
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CHP.PTE&-T J: 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

In order to avoid the duplication of work by other scholars 

and learn from their errors, an Ellthauative survey of llt~rature on 

the relevant topic needs to be undertaken. 

Here in thi£1 area many studies and research p:roj ects h.!lve be«l 

conducted in various parts of our country by some ElllinEilt scholarso· 

.student unrest has beEil examined. by many &perts in the field of 

education, political. science, psychology, sociology, criminology etc. 

These studies hav-e shown considerable variations in the causes, 

nature and consequences of student unrest and these variations appear 

to be changing over the years. It is well knom that bistorical.ly 

studmts have aJ.weys beEil involved in many mass movEJDmts :fbr a 

cause in all the countries, such as for &ample : the intmse 

involvanmt of studmts in the Frmch Revolution and in India in the 

freedom movanmt. If one examines the kind of unre-st that had takm 

place, one could aJ.so delineate certain changes in the nature, 

causes and consequences within the unrest. Partly th.~cc may be due 

to the typical. political. and social. ethos that had existed in that 

particular period of time. Hence one may &pact also a change 

betwem two differmt periodso:ttimein thenatUt'e cause.s and 

consequmces. With these aspects in view, an attEJDpt has been made 

in this chapter to presmt the available studi as .and literature on 

student unrest •. 

• 
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A. : BIUCATION:AJ, SYSTB!4 AND STUDWT UllREST 

Most studies conducted in this area, suggest that educational. 

system has been a major cause for student protest behaviou-,_,. It has 

been observed that students have been agitated over lack o·f adequate 

educational. and curricular facilities, lack Of library and laboratory 

facilities, defective system of az:emination, lack Of competent 

teachers and other aspect of current educationaJ. syst911. Tlrus it 

appears that irrelevance Of educational syst911 has played a cruciaJ. 

role 1n the onset of student unrest. Rosa ( 1969) in this contE!ltt 

showed that out of 96 demonstrations, 71 were caused by faulty 

educational system. In a similar study, AJ..tbach (1968) ha.d,earlier 

reported that out of 280 student unrestr;in India, iOO were stimulated 

by demands relating to ex:aminations md administration Of educational 

institutions; 60 were protest against the police and other Government 

agmcies and the rtmaining 20 were due to miscellaneous reaoons. 

In an analytical study of the various. demonstrations by Indian 

studmts, Gupta (1968) pointed out that the reasons fors";~'.Cl']lt da::ons

trations were : absmce of sufficient and proper academic facilities, 

insufficient and inaccessible :grofessors, inept and auto:cratic 

administrators, lack of facilities for eKtracurricular activities 

and increasingly limited prospects for jobs after graduation. Lopez 

(1974) had given greater importance to the influence of bureaucratic 

'1:'. iversities in the studmt unrest. Factors related to academic 

institutions like substandard facilities, unemploymmt problems, 
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autocratic university administration etc. have also been reported by 

Sree Chandra ( 1966); Gagne ( 1968 ); George. & Mathew ( 1969); Sinha and 

Krishna (1970); Sharma (1970); -Sandhu (1972):. Daftuar (1972); and 

Vidyarthi ( 1976). 

B : ECONOMIC FACTO-RS AND srt!DWT UNREST 

Many studies (:for eltample Lauterbach, 1975, Oommen 1975, Mishra 

1975, etc.) have fOcused atte:J.tion on the relationship between 

unemployment, the worsening economic conditions and student violence. 

These studies have indicated that unemployment,. cost of education, 

rising cost o:r living and auch other economic factors were very 

important source of stud.ent unrest. Lauterbach (1977) showed that 

·lack of employmmt tooded to result in feelings of frustration and 

alienation amongst students t:rom the society. He advocated that the 

mnd:'.·::::.on of unenployment may affect an individual's mind and 

personality to such an ex:·tent that it would lead to loss of self 

confidence, feeling Of being unwanted and useless, rebellion 

alternating with apathy and iu elttreme cases pennananet harm to the 

personality structure which may lead to aggressive behaviour. 

Generally unenployment has been found to affect the behaviour 

of students, particularly when they are in the coll~es, universities, 

wherein they percro.ve almost tl bleal{ future after the end of their 

educational career. SUch percleption generates a sense of insecurity 

and tension in the youth which may manifest in the :ft>rm of stud.ent 
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unl'eJt 2nd o·ober kinds of distu:cbanceo;. In this cont--ext, the ICSSR 

re:9ort of 1981 sugeested th"lt "the irrelevance of educ'"tlonal .oysten, 

lack of proper norms and values of public .Life, luCJc of rapport ,i th 

the Unive~·c;i "Y authorlties and teachers tend to proauce a sense of 

isolation". Both urban and rural smdent s have been equaLlY affected 

by poor ec<monic eond-Ltlons and wide SOL·ead unemp:toymeut, Alhich 

appe:lr to have alieneaoed tnen fro:n "tne maLn »treazn o:f :_;o ClO -pol~ tical 

life, as a re&1.llt of which thgy seem to have developed a sen::;c of 

isOJ.atJ.un. 

bl_y manifedt. 

Idany resea.cch :nndings also sugge::t "that che inCl'r.!a._;ing cl'Osion of 

Val_U,_,s On u!l8 U2illpltS ana uUtSlue Of it have alSO tO an e'::·crmt'led to 

a sem:;e of meaninglessness amongst then\A.bhiman.:;ou, 1976), 

AnalyGlng "he socJ.O-ec:onomlc prOille o:t· :atuaent ac·nvis·cs E.i.shra 

\1975) toun<t vh<H of ;;no.,e eng_gea in non-pO.L.L tica.L, soclal and 

cuL"cu~·al ac·ciVlLies mos;; had come :trow Up})ennidd.Le cla~G homes, whe~·eas 

ot "tnO:a•= :w Clve ln dl.ree"G political act ... on mo"t a:tP·ea.J.'ed co nave come :from 

lOwer al'ld lOI'Ier mlua.Le Cl_ac>S home<>. Ooiillllen( 197') a'1a.Ly;;; __ ng Llle sociQ

econom_,_c 211d ac<-.demlc bacKg.r-ouna of swdents of e~eltu unlversi"ty YlhO had 

pe.rticlp[t·ccd in stuaent unrest, snowed t:ba~ t;he leau~)rs c-:ne Irorn 

Lhclr respec·;;lve co.lig..: un2on» and majo~·lcy or -!;nem ;·;ere ur>.J._:n oa.,;ed 

and bCJ.On~~-:u "GO b"~;;,lJ1eSS Ic!.lil;lles o:t• uJ.E;l1 -'.ncume gr~vps. In "cneir 
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acade:nic background most of them were academioel-ly average studen~s. 

i4B for the student activists,,Oommen( 1975) observed that th~ were 

conscious about the political. situation in the country and were Of 

more than average intellectual calibre. The above findings of Oommen 

and Misbra contradicted those of Aron ( 1974) wlx> observed that social 

background had very little direct effect on activism. lron was also 

of the view that wbile social background to an extent influenced the 

variation in the political attitudes and beliefs of students, but 

it could not ex:palin the political activism. 

D : C.4I!$ES OF STUDWT UNREST 

Ministry of Education in 1954 identified the causes of studmt 

unrest to be mainly the destraction o:t Old values and the failure of 

the society to a new set of values. These views were supported by 

Kabir (1961) and Jamuar (1969). Snyder (1970) atggested that the 

major causes of csnpus conflict was the overwhelming non-productive 

mass of unstated acadEmic md social norms. 

The Education Commission of 1964-66 identified a number of causes 

behind studmt agitation like the uncertain fUture facing educated 

youngmm leading to a sense of frustration which breeds irresponsibility, 

mechanical and unsatisfactory nature o:t many curricular programmes11 

totally inadequate facilities for teaching and learning in the large 

bulk of institutions, poor student teacher contact, inefficiency and 

lack of scholarship on tht~ part of teachers, prevalence of teacher 
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poll tics, falling standards of discipline among the adults and the 

weakening of civic consciousness and integrity. 

Daagupta and colleagues (1:170) identified the causes of 

indiscipline in the university of calcutta, such as clash with the 

government and revolt against organisations and institutions; conflict 

between rival student leaders adhering to different ideologies and 

programmes; batter of ideologies for gaining power. S.i.nl-0. ( 1971 ) 

viewed that the causes of unrest were of fbur types : lack of poor 

acadanic atmosphere, absence of respect tor authority, ideological 

~strations and political interference; local issues; poverty and 

corruption. :Mgain in Bihar Sarkar ( 19"14) identified some other 

causes which were responsible for the student agitation - these 

included the lack of home discipline, teacher-taught contact, role 

of student unions, political groupings and casteian, rocio-economic 

condi tiona, over crowding etc. .\ccording to Majumdar ( 1981) the 

causes of student unrest were intense political interest in the 

c~~npus; government interference; violation of rules and nEglect of 

code of conduct; economic insecurity; teacher-taught relationship;, 

attitude of teachers; inadequacy of teachers fbr the profession. 

These factors were ala::> atpported by 3inghal (1977); Kumar (1976); 

Jacob (1974); Sha-h (1966); and Ross (1969). 

Sinha ("1975) noted that the traditional moral values have been 

infected by the nev1 philosophy of hippiam on the one handand hypocrisy 

on the other. Consequently, he pointed out that the youth of today 

was behaving in a completely uninhibited manner, ready to flare up 



at the slight est provocation. AlSO Sinha ( 1975) in ooother study 

analysed the campus uhrest under three headings viz ( 1) the campus 

unrest as determined by the prevailing restrictive exclusive and 

absolescmt definition of the acadE!llic world; (2) the danmds and 

pace o:f the contE!llporary life which out strip the university 

curriculum; and (3) the lack of an ideology and code of conduct 

which cOUld harmonize the basic vaJ.ues and archetypes with the 

prevailing environment created by the advances in the field Of science 

and technologyo 

Mehta (1977) and .'J:inha (1978) found that the studmt agitations 

were 1ackjng in clearcut objectives and thus tmded to spring up 

spontaneously on trivial issues and non issues. Ji\lrthering this 

argummt, Sinha (1980) added that the studmts had become so anti

acadE!llic and concerned with many worthless issues that "there El!Cisted 

no Youth in revolt in India", but onJ..v some tmdmcies to hooliganism, 

sporadic and oftm senseJ.ess, purposeless and nonidE'Ological student 

movement. He catagorically opined that "in recent years the pattern 

haB changed mtirely. Jgitations can erupt and violmce can occur 

on the cmnpuses almost anytime during the year and any issue. however 

trivial it may be • can generate it"o 

&>me psychologists view that certain studmts get pleawre from 

agitation and particularlY trom vandallan. Bhambhri and Mathur (1972) 

and .likara ( 1974) advocated that agitations were a source of recreati

onal pleasure for the youth. The absense of proper coiurricular and 
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recreational activities on and outside the campuses, appear to deprive 

the youth of certa.:l.n legitimate source of fUn and pleasure and hence 

they appear to indUlge in hooliganism and vandalism. 

P\lrther more, the Indian .SOciety as a whole bas been undergoing 

changes. Younger generation, particularly the students,appear to be 

more directly influenced by these changes ,which in turn erode their 

own values and norms, creating thereby considerable tension and 

conflicts. In this contex:t, research findings have shown students to 

perceive lack of responsibility, a tmdEilcY to agitate fOr irrelevant 

isrues, indulge in rowdy behaviour and. a tenda~cy not to adhere to 

danocratic values and norms etc. amongst the pOlitical leaders, which 

th~ tmd to imitate ·leading to unrest. Ross ( 1969) ~had ex:perimenta11y 

shown that such changes in values and norma, particularly those 

relat:ing to sex: mores, were important source of tension amongst the 

youth; such tmsion appear to get further aggravated by authoritariEill 

attitudes of parents at home.S:l.nha and Gangrade (1971) studied the 

intergE!lerational conflict between students and their parents. They 

found that there was a significant difference in the perception of 

students and parents in regard to the educational aspirations and 

career planning. While the parents had a more favourable attitude 

towards the system of education, the studeota had a negative feeling 

about the same. Similarly in a number of iarues there were considera

ble conflict between the two generations, and the authors concluded 

that ruch conflicts led to high degree Of frustration amongst the 

students. 



Pandey ( 1984) studied the oociological aspects related to student 

protest and showed the students rebellious postures, as a style of 

behaviour of the youths. In a similar study Lakshminarayana ( 1985) 

showed that the presmt day youth was seeking a new place in a new 

kind of world which· appeared to be in many ways alien and unfamiliEr 

to the older generation. .All these finally rewlt in a growing sms·e 

Of despair and waves of indisciplined behaviour amongst the students, 

at times leading to violmt outbruat. 

E : Tire lNYOLym:mT OF POLITICIANS AND .STUDWT UNREST 

The Governmmt Of India ( 1958) inquiring into the case of student 

unrest in Banaras Hindu University noted that the influence of teacher 

politicians in student agitation was very bigh. A similar situation 

was alSO observed in the University of Allahabad. Many psycholOgists 

have studied student unrest under the heading of "Crisis riddm political 

environment". It is experimentallyshown that the wider soci<J-political 

environmmt has oftm emerged as an important stimulant for studmt 

unrest. Patel ( 1972) found struggling pOlitical parties and disgrunted 

non-academic external element who interfere and ex:ploit the studmts, 

to be responsible for the unrest. :rrorr ( 1972) found that political 

activity was positively associated with pro test and ala:> the more 

institutionalized or established are the political activities present 

on a campus, the more likely the campus would ex:perimce protest. 

Sinha ( 1980) analysed the nature of student unrest in entergency 

and post emergmcy phases. Citing the unrest in Bihar in 1977 and the 
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influence of Jayaprak:sh Narayan, he pointed out that students were 

more politically motivated and influenced by ideology of political 

partieso Many studies in the post independence era (lltbach, 1968 ; 

Sinha 1975; .SWarup, 1970) had all emphasized the "non-ideological, 

anti-academic and local. character l.eading to the lOwering of academic 

norms. &lpportad and financed by the opposition parties, l.ed by 

"Professional. students• who have no stakes in the academic life of 

the universities, and having close associations with antisocial. 

elements, these agitations have l.ett the universities and educational. 

institutions in .fihambl.es". 

Bhatt ( 1972) advocatEI::J. that student• s active participation in 

political demonstrations and agitations~ as indeoo their ex:ploitation 

by political parties can be a source Of pointless unrest. Srivastava 

(1967); .Dvidvedi (1968); George & Mathew (1969); D.mlop (1970); Singh 

and Krishna (1970); Wadia (1972); and Sandhu (1972) pointed out the 

improper political interference in educational. institutions. 

Contrary to the above findings Mehta ( 1969), on yhe basis of his 

study Of student unrest, found that economic factors were the major . 
reasons tor indiscipline, and nex:t to if were the educational and 

administrative reasons for the causes of unrest. He gave relati vel.y 

lOwer importance to the role of political parties. Sudha Rani ( 1971) 

supported Mehta• s findings and shOwed that material and social. 

deprivation and not political interference were the principle factors 

in a study of the unrest aituation·in the university of Patna. 
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F : PEB,OONAL V!.RI.ABLES AND STUDP.NT UNRESI' 

<.l number of re.search findings had :focussed on the personal aspects 

of the students such as the level. of satisfaction of social needs md 

studmt unrest. r.Utbach ( 1970) posited that frustration was the real. 

cause underlying the indiscipline of students .and thereof society. 

Ganguly ( 1969) pointed that repeated outbursts and persistence of 

student unrest were the result of their perceived dissatisfaction. 

Eisen (1970) anal.ysed the importance of intangible experiences 

in the genesis of adolescent violence., including (a) mutual friction 

and dissatisfaction between mother and child, (b) lack of modification 

of natural. aggressive impulses of the infant, because Of defect in or 

unavailability Of sufficient libidinal drives, (c) norms :for discharging 

sadistic .impulses, (d) exteznal. dangers md threats within the :family 

and neighbourhood; and (e) Encouraganent by overtly permissive parents 

to strive aggressively for perfection and success. The memories of 

childhood trauma and disturbed relationship cause, the youth to act 

out throngh excessive activity e1 ther antisoci al.ly or within social 

limits. He has no sense of disharmony in his personality but finds 

the environment and other persons awkward and disturbing. 

Sinha ( 1975) reported that through ·their active., hostile and 

passive condemnation of the teachers and university authorities., the 

students only ga:ve vent to their hurting soose of frustration. In the 

process thEV establish their moral. super:lori ty over the authorities. 
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Bhattacharya ( 1972) concluded that student unrest was a result of 

confusion and led to frustration becanse of E!DOtional deprivation and 

lack of direction. 

G : OT:a:&R FACTORS RELATED TO STUDENT UURES'T 

Other research findings in this field of studEilt unrest suggest 

that the causes, nature and consequences of unrest vary a great deal. 

For ~ample, Sinha and Dass ( 1975) suggested that the enonnous size 

of the university as being responsible for the accurrence of viOlEilce 

and disruption in the acadE!Dic life. ())nnack ( 1962) held that the 

vaccum in the s& life of the students was responsible for unrest. 

Ferdon ( 1971) reviewing many relevant research findings concluded 

that certain physical characteristics which seE!D to be closely 

correlated with the presence of an Eix:tra 'Y' Chromosome many elici.t 

nEgative responses from the individuals peers in childhood, compelling 

him either to a withdrawal or aggresai ve behaviour. 

Krishna, Jha & Sinha ( 1972) using Gorden Personal profile found 

· that disciplined students scored higher on responsibility. They had 

patience to stick to any job assigned to thE!D. Indisciplined students 

had a higher score on insecurity and suffered :from feelings of 

rej actions, threat, and danger, self determination etc. relating more 

than the disciplined groups. In addition, indisciplined students were 

alSO found to be self assured and assertive in relationship with 

others. 
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Bhalla ( 1975) opine1 that indisciplined students tended to admit 

n~ative characteristics more Often than disciplined students. They 

described themselves as violmt and aggressive md some of them even 

displeyed a highly n~ative and antisocial. self. While they were full 

of energy and drive ~;nd possessed plenty of personal end social grace 

they als> displayed J.ow selfr~ard which was' attributable more to 

non-conformity th"!.n to maladjustment. He :fbund disciplined students 

to be with drawn and introverted. 

Banerjee (1968) studying 200 boys and 200 girls, found rationalizing 

tendency, passivity, difficulty, immaturity, low frustration, tolerance, 

escape mechanian, imitation need etc. amorig the various causes of unrest. 

Cannon ( 1969) found activists to be more reflective, less vigourous 

end impulsive than non-activists. Austin (1971) :fbund that activist 

students differed significantly from random cOll~e students on several 

personality dimensions induding need achievemoot, dOminance, autonomy, 

exhibition, self confidence, and aggression. 

A. recmt study by Sharma ( 1987) showed significant differmces 

betwem activists and alienated students. His study was 1Xl find out the 

components Of the acti vistic behaviour of students, to identity the 

ingredients of the alimated behaviour of students, to assess md 

ex: amine some psychological variables of activist and ali ooat ed students 

in terms of (a) Personality- needs, (b) educational aspirations and 

(c) pers>nal values. His research findings indicated significant 

differooces between activist and alimated students on exhibitionistic 
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tendmcy, autonomy, affiliation, abasement and enduranceneeds. NO 

significant differmce was :found between the two groups on achievment, 

order, heterosexu cuity and aggression needs. .Singhal ( 1977) in a 

differmt context studied the relationship of student characteristics, 

organizational factors etc. with student unrest and found that academic 

leadership played a vital role in student unrest. 

Report of the committee to enquire into the working of the Central 

Universities (1984) indicated a certain degree of similarities in the 

nature of unrest and modusoperandi used by the students all over the 

country in differ~t periods of time. It pointed out that walkout 

from c d examination halls, ticketless travel, clashes with 

the po :ing buses and cinema halls and sometimes evm manhandling 

used by studeots in the past as well as at presmt. In this context 
that 

Pandey ( 1984) showed Lin differmt uni varsities and colleges, students 

boycotted classes, conducted protest marches, gheraoed the Officials, 

used lethal weapons and threw bombs against the police and captured the 

faculty buildings. He also pointed out that at times student agitations 

took a violent turn particularly where the students were inclined to 

resort to violoot methods like destroying buses, damaging buildings, 

trains, and other public properties or resorting to atone throwing 

and gheraoing the authorities etc. 

FUrther .A.l tbach ( 1982) made differentiation between differoot 

class backgrounds and its influence on student unrest. He viewed that 

students from middle-class 
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cally than those coming from .working class or peasant families. Middle 

class students were :found to have strong poll tical tradi tiona and oo had 

less to :fear from political involvement. He also pointed out that 

students in the 3Jcial Sciences and humanities tmded to be more active 

than those from natural sciences and especially professional fields. 

Though many researches have bem conaucted in India to study the 

nature, magnitude and consequences of unrest a. No study was attempted 

to delineate the changed or changing trends in the student unrest 

over a period of time. Many noted Psychologists have felt that the 

change in the ideology and motives of students behind their participation 

in the unrest, vary from time to time. Altbach (1982) suggested that 

the variation could perhaps be due to the changes in the external 

political realities. Jitlr instance, student activist move:nmts were 

primarily stimulated by societal politics rather than internal 

university -based matter, therefOre where there are changes in 

' politics, naturally it could have a key impact on the student move:nmt. 

A.loo historically, studmt movemE!Dts sometimes had manifested themselves 

in cultural rather than political terms in the Third World, due to the 

typical political atmosphere thereof. Going in line with the lltbach' s 

v:.ew point stated above, Sinha ( 19tl0) pointed out that there has 

bo3en a change in the pattern of student unrest. In the sense that while 

in the past there was definetely certain ideology and commitmmt in 

rHoorting to unrest, in the presmt day one finds students resorting to 

unrest on any trivial issues. 



It is felt that over the years students unrest has been undergoing 

changes with r~ard to the nature, form as well as psychodynamics. As 

mentioned elsewhere in this chapter, the studmt unrest of 19th century 

was more geared towards breaking the chain of ex-treme conservatism as 

well as victorian attitude. The latter decades have been witnessing 

studmt unrest more in terms of agitating against a particular poll tical 

system or the university administration. Still fUrther down in the 

time ladder oncfinds student unrest against the,prevelent social 

system (the gap between the generation with r~ards to the attitude, 

values, belief etc.). In the 60s and 70s one came across student unrest 

taking the form of alimated studmts struggling to find and identify 

for themselves. While the eur.Li crunrest were based on some sort of ideo-

logy etc. , the latter part of 70s and 80s wi tn eased a great improper 

influence by the political parties on the student campus life and 

out side. Many of the unrests were highly politic ally tinged. However 

these changes though appear to have taken place in the nature of studmt 

unrest, no study eo far has :focussed on these typical changes in the 

nature or psychodynamics and consequences underlying studmt unrest. 

())nsidering the various poll tical and social changes that had 

occured in India in the last few decades and the various changes that 

have bem brought about in the educational institutions, particularly 

at the higher educational level one may EllCpect considerable changes in 

the nature and characteristic features of studmt unrest. Thus the 
to 

present research has its prime aim to study and ~?ompare student unrest 



in two different periods with rt\!Sard to the nature, causes and 

consequrocea as perceived by teachers, studrots and administrators in 

utkal university, Orissa. 

?he nex;t chapter presents the methodology used in studyinP, the 

above stated problens. 
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CHAPTER-IE 

NS'l'HOLOLOGY 

:-J..Jving discussed the av2ilal:;le literature in this field, 

it ~;ould now be in order to present the methodology, used in this 

r"search. As stated elsewhere the main aim of the study 

was to ascertain 'Hhether there was a difference in the nature 

csuses and c:msequences of student unrest between 1977 and 1982. 

For this pur~ose the following specific objectiv.:::s Here 

1. To ascertain if there had been any change in regard to causes, 

nature and conseqUences of student unrest in the years1977 

and 1982. 

2. 'I':) ascertain if there was any differences amongst the three 

group·s viz. teachers, students and administr;.Itors in regard 

to their ];:erception of Ci'!USAS, nature and consequences of 

student unrest in 1977 and 1982. 

Based on the above mentioned objectives, the following hypothesis 

have been formulated. 

1. There will be no difference bet1-1een the tv.o years 1977 and 1982, 

in regard to caus.-s of student unrest;:. 

2. There will be no difference betv:een the tv.o yeC~:::s 1977 and 1982 

in regard to the nature of student unrest. 

3. 'C.'here will be no difference beh1een the t~ years 1977 and 1982 

in regard to the conser.uences of student unresto 

4. The causes iiS perceived leading to student uru·est in the year 

1977 and 1982 viill not vary across the three groups viz. teachers, 

students and edministcotors. 
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s. There will be no difference in the pe::ception of these 

three groups viz. te,;;chers, students and administrators 

regarding the nature of student unrest which occured in 

1977 and 1982. 

6. 'J:'he:re will be no difference in the pe.·ception of these three 

group[: viz. teachers, students and administrators regarding 

the consequences of student un:r·est in the years 1977 and 1982. 

Since this study has atte~ted to find out the differences 

in the :;:•erception of nature, causes and consequences of student unrest 

betw,en the tv~ years •Jiz. 1977 and 1982, and also has attempted \:0 

ascertain the magnitude as "'ell as the direction of these dif::erences, 

the rrost suit2ble design ap}:eared to be '~he ex;::ost 'facto research 

design Hith the ap!.lic.Jtion of non-p~rametric test- 'di1Caxon matched 

puirs signed rank ':i' est. Thus the research design is as follo,·:s ; 

Teachers 

Students 

Administrators 

f ercaption 
in 1977 

F ercep·tion 
in 198:~ 

Change 
(differences 
magnitude & 
Dir actions) 

Throughout the study, a comparative :.;u:spective has be-en 

utUised to understand the differences amongst the three groups in 

regard to the Vc1riables being studied in the student unrest and 
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CJlso the two years are being continuously corr.po:red for all the 

v2riables considered, relc.ted to tr:e student unrest. 

Utkal University, Orissa, was selected for the study of 

student unrest. The two periods covered are the years 1977 and 1982, 

when· the student unrest led to the postponement of certain day to 

day activities and closure of the University for a certain period of 

time. According to the records of the Director;n:e of student vielfare 

and University neviS reports, t;,o events, one in 1977 and the other 

in 1982, were considered the most important and significant·.unrest of 

the 70s and 80s, respectively. 

Since the two periods covered Here 1977 and 1982, only those 

teacheL·s, students and administrators constituted the saraple ;-Jho had 

been in the university in 1977 and continued to be in 1982 and 

presently ( 1988) also in the university. The study intended to cover 

all the departments of the university and all the teachers and 

adrninistr:ltors v1ho had '~itnessed the event of 1977 and 1982 and also 

presently continuing in the university • 

.o.s :Cor the student sample, those 1·1ho had been in 1977 and 1982 

as \·Jell as presently continuing their Ph.d. progr.Jtrrnes or higher 

rese:;rches or continuing as research associates, v.ere selected as 

so. fi1!~1 e • 

As per the conditions laid do.n above for selecting the 

Sclmple, only 28 teachers, 22 students and 20 administr01tors 1·/ere 

avai.J."!ble \·Jho fulfilled the above conditions. Thus, there •:Jere 28 
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· te3chers, 22 stucents and 20 administratocs who constituted the 

S3mple for the present study. 

V ri.RL\BL 2S 

The variables included in ·this study, may be enumerated as 

In the present study, student unrest has ber~n tre'!ted as the 

deFcndent v21riable and for the purJo-OSe of this resecLCh, student 

unrest has been defined as "indicated by the strike, organised by the 

students of Utk21l University, and recognised as a strike call 0y the 

University authority, resulting in disruption of the clEis:-:es, day to 

day activities of that uni·Jersity, postponement of certain important 

activities etc. and leading to the closure of the university for a 

certain period of time." 

Since, such an event occured, as defined above in 1977 and 

again in 1982, the present study has .!:ocussed on these tv.o events for 

cor:1paring the v.1rious aspects of student unrest. 

TOOLS OF D.SA a.JLLECTION 

?or testing the various hYFotheses, mentioned i;1 this chapter, 

t' . ..O types o:E questionnaires t·lere used; one structured based :::m five 

point scale and the other open ended in nature. These ::::uestionna.Lres 

were specifically designro for the study of student unrest in Utk<U. 

University. 
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1. 'r·;ie struct•.1red questionnaire covering the causes of student 

unrest included. 

a. the l2.ck of understanding between the teachers an~ the 

students, 

b. the contradiction in the expectations, between the si:udents 

and admini'Ctrators, 

c. diffecence in V3rious castes, 

d. difference in various religions ~nd 

e. different linguistic group. 

A similar questionnaire =vering the nature of student 

unrest included;. 

a. the level of involvement of :;;:oliticc.l p2rties, 

b. the level of involvement of the student community, 

c. the spontaneity of involvement of the students, 

d. behaviour of the student, 

e. org3nis.ction of the unrest,. 

f. discipline in the unrest, and finally, 

g. genuiness of student demands. 

The questionnaire covering the consequences of student unrest 

included 

a. continuity of the unrest, 

b. man:o~gement of the unrests and 

c. fulfillment of student demands. 

2. An or-en ended questionn.:lire was devised to ascertain the 

respondent~ uninhibited and £ree responses and reaction on the nature, 

and consequences oO: student unrest in the two years Viz. 1977 ~nd 

1982. 
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,,r':::>i trary ~Jeights were assigned to each resp::mse c;.nd e3ch 

question ':las based on a :;"ive point scale ranging from 1 to 5. The 
., 

highest possible score •.-1as 5 and the lov1est possible score U<JS 1, 

wh-2rein 1 represented'highly disagreed', 2 rE-presented 'disagreed' 

3 represented 'neutral', 4 represented 'egreEd' and finally 5 represented 

• highly agreed'. 

Each question was crored and anulysed separately for each 

ans-..;er given by the teachers, students and administrators respect.i-

vely. As for open-ended questions only percentages vJere calcul·:ted. 

F ILCYr S'l'ULY • -

a pilot 

Befo"~·e em=barking on the final ~'tudy of this research/ study 

·,;as underti1ken to test the acle.:,uacy of the tools of data collection 

as ,.,ell '<S to test the proposed research ,jesign. For this purpose 

cfaHaharlal Nehru University \-JaS chosen as a s-2tting to c::mduct the 

pilo1: study. A total number of 30 subjects consisting of ten ectch 

of teachers, stucents and administrators constituted the sam;_·:J.e. 

A questionnaire was prepared covering the socio-cemographic 

profile of the Subjects and other aspects related to student unrest 

for t\-D different periods, namely 1970s and 1980s (Two dec2desl. 

As mentioned elSe\·lhere in this chapter, various structured and un-

structured questions were included assigning <•p;:ropriate weights to 

the res~onses depending uron the ty;:e of questions asked. 

These ::;:uestionnaires \·Jere then administered to the three 
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groups of resp:mdents and their responses were noted in ·the 

respective colurrns either by the researcher or in certain cases 

by the raspondent themselves. 

The results of the Pilot Stu.:1y Here the follot-:ing: 

1. The teachers, students and administrators vlere of the viet·/ 

that the causes of 1970s uru·est t·1ere related to differences in 

lang.1.:>ge and econor.1ic conditions of the students as v.ell as poor 

acade,dc fCJcilit.ies such as substandard reading and library 

faciliti<~s, poor ·ac=mrrodation facilities etc. in the university. 

In 1930s hot·leVer, the influence of political parties, lack of <]Ood 

relationship bet·.-~een administrators and students v1ere indentifiPd 

as the causes of unrest. 

2. 'I"he teachers, students and adr.1ini~>trators varied in regu; d 

to their percepti:m of causes as contributing to student unrrost in 

the t•,,>O <''r-ocades. 't·ihile teachers felt that e:'cessive politicizacion 

HaS the cause of unrest in both periods, the students and administr a

tors did not agrGe with the same. Further, ~>mile the tc~achers and 

administr2tors, felt that lack of cultural cordiality in the carr.pus 

v:as the cause of unre>'t, the students totally denied this cause. 

Finally it • .. :as observE.d that while in the 1980s, both students and 

te-3chers felt that the aspect of unemployment pJ.a yed a key rol<e in 

determining the student unrest, the administrators did not agree vlith 

this v ie\"J point. 

3. In regard to the nature of student's unrest, 'it •.-1as observed 

that :he urirest of 1980s ,,,as more political with greater invc:>h·ement 

of political p3rties, rrore disorganised and indiscir:J.ined than that 
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of 197Js unrest. In regard to the behaviCJUr of students during 

the unre2t, the tec;chers 3nd adrrinistrators felt ·th3t the behcviour 

of students viaS very aggressive in both the periods, wh2re :=.s the 

students opined that unrest of 1980s experienced less aggressive 

behaviour c.s C:>mpared to that of 191-0s. 

4. As for the conse;;[l.H?nces of student unrest in both the 

periods, all the three grc)ups were unanirrously of th-:: vieH that 

the unrest led to conse."uences such as loss of career and voc::.tio

nal opportunities for students, more tension at the time of unrest, 

and loss of credibility. 

These resr.-onses vJere than taken up and analysed on the 

basis of tvhich the questionnaires Wele amended. For instance the 

follov1ing c"anges 1-1e:ce incorporated in the questionnaire. 

1. };ore emphasis t-Jas given to the nature of the unrest. 

2. }'3ny -:ruestions related to :r;olitical factor, ,,·ere exclc.ded 

frorn the final questionnair·e. 

3. Only tv.o specific events t-~ere choosen viz. 1977 and 1982. 

4. The question related to the lull period {' the stage before 

the unrest) was excluded from the final questionnaire. 

5. ,;.nether important res:.tl t of the pilo~c study Has that the 

res:;;:ondents who had been in the same university for tt·.O decades 

t•.ere a1rnost negligible in nurrber, particularly the student 

group. Hence it was decided (on the suggestion also of the 

experts) to take tv.o periods of time v1ith a gap of '!:ive years 

than ten years. 
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After incorrorating the indicated changes :i.n the tv/0 

questionnaires the final study 1tras taken up at Utkal University. 

The research design prorcosed was also proved to be adequate and 

hence was retained. 

PROCEIJURE 1-

The teacher, st:.1cent s, and administr'lt:>r s )mples chosen 

=or the study, weLe rers:>nall:· interviewed by the resei'>rcher <~nd the 

questions ,,,ere askee in se:~Jential rranner as designed :!:or 311 the 

respondents. The ans'·'ers shovm by them, were n:>ted down by the 

researcher or in certain cases the respondents wrote the ans·,:er 

themselves. 

ANALYSIS 0' '.:;HE D.~CL'A· ; -

The analysis \viJ s carr L·.d out on the obtained data. 2or 
pairs cien ed rank 

unalysis of responses to the atruct:.1rcd ~uestionni1ire, Wilcoxon matchedL 

test HaS used to Ul}derstwnd the direction and magnitude of the change 

in the percroption of resp:mdents in re;;rard to student unr0st 

beh:een 1977 -.nd 1982. Other data h'"ve been pr·esented with the 

help of bar digram. 

The ne}:t chapte~· presents the analysis of results. 
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CHAP'l'Bll-IV: 

AN-ALYSIS OF RF.~T.S 

.An attenpt was made to compare and analyse. certain aspects 

of studmt unrest in the yeatJ:J1977 and 1982. perceived by three diff

erent groups viz teachers. studmts and administrators of Utkal Univer

sity, Orissa. 

The results are presented in the following manner, fira·t 

considering each group separately and indicating the change in their 

perceptions in regard to causes. nature and consequmces of student 

unrest in 1977 and 1982 and then comparing the perceptions Of these 

three groups for any similarities and differences. .A. total number of 

six hypotheses were laid down and these were subj ectad to enpirical 

testing, as mentioned in the methodology chapter. 

I : A : PERCEPTION OF TEAC!lERS IN Rm A,RD TO THE CAUSES OF s.roJmiT UNRE~ 

The hypothesis put to test was that "there will be no difference 
the · 

in the perception of teachers in regard toLcauses of student unrest 

in 1977 and 1982". 

Table-1 presents the teacher's perception of causes that lsi 

to student unrest in the two years, the Wilcoxon T values and their 

significance levels. 

;A.s mmtion ed elsewhere(in the Methodology Chapter) each of the 

responses to the questions was assigned a weight using a five ~oint 

scale, with lowest intensity getting a score of 1, the neutral getting 

a score of 3; and the highest obtaining a score of 5. The median of 
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these scores for each question was caJ.culated for aJ.l the teachers 

and this median score is presented in the table for the two years. 

The median score indicates the degree to which the teachers thought 

the particular fac.tor was responsible in causing the student unrest. 

S:r.No. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

1. 

TableNo. 1. 

Teacher's Perceptj.on of the causative factors lea<Ung 
to student unrest in 1977 and 1982. 

Causes of Year of Year of Wilcoxon's 
student unrest l2:Z:Z 12!22 T 

Mdn. Mdn. vaJ.ues 
Scores Score,s 

Teacher-taught relationship 4 3 10 

Administrator-student 3 3 27.5 
relationship. 

Difference in Caste 2 2 No differE!Ilce 

Difference in religion 2 2 No difference 

Different language groups 2 2 Ho difJ:erence 

From the abOve table following conclusions emerge: 

S:i.gni fi eci 
level 

P<.05 

N.S 

N.S 

N.S 

NS 

In 1977, the student unrest was perceived to have caused 

more by lack of teacher-taught relationship, where as :in 1982, 

the teachers had perceived that the studoot unrest was caused 

relatively less by this factor and this difference for the two ye--

ars was folmd to 'be statistically significant ( T = 10 P < . 05 ). 
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..According to the teachers; perception, all other factors, 

such as administrator-student relationship, difference in caste, 

religion and different language groups did not play any signi

ficant role in the onset o:f student unrest in both the years. 

While the degree to which each factor contributed to student 

unrest did not indicate much of variation amongst the teachers, 
J 

v1hen asked to specif,y which cause they thought contributed more 

to the student unrest, the responses given by them ft>r the two 

years varied. l':>r instance : 

a: In 1977, the teachers felt that faulty university 

administration and lack: of material facilities in the 

campus were mainly responsible for the unrest, whereas 

ex:cessive politicization in the campus was shown as a 

factor responsible ft>r the unrest of 1982. It is observed 

that out Of 28 teachers only 6 had not changed their 

perception. 

b: w,hen asked to indicate the source of initiation in the 

unrest, twenty teachers (71.43%) opined that political 

grouping within the campus was the source of initiation 

in both the years. 

c: .A.s for the other factors, which were considered as partly 

contributing to student unrest in both 1977 and 1982, 

they were lack of adequate hours of curricular activities, 

uncertainty Of getting a job after completion of the 

course and lack of or inadequate accommodation· facilities. 
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Most of the teachers (85. 71%) felt that factors like 

lack of adequate curricular activities and lmcertainty in 

getting a job were responsible for the unrest of 1977, 

whereas only the latter factor was shown as responsible 

for the unrest of 1982. Tlnls the hypothesis put to test 

was only partly validated with the te•achers showing 
the 

differe1ces in their perception in regard to ~causes of 

student unrest. 

I : B : PERCEPTION OF .STUDmTS IN RmARD TO THE ClUS.\TIVE 
FACTORS LEADING TO STUD'ENT UNREST. 

The hypothesis put to test was that "there will be no differmce 

in the perception of students in regard to causes leading to student 

unrest betwem 1977 and 1982". Table-2 presmts the median scores 

of the students, the Wilcoxon T-'Values and the significance level 

of the di:ffermces. 

.sr·.No. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

s. 

Table No. 2. 

student's perception of causative :factors leading to 
student unrest between 1977 and 1982. 

Causes of Year of Year of Wilcoxon • a Significance · 
student unrest 1n:z 1282 T level 

Mdn. Mdn. Values 
Scores Scores 

Teacher-taught 3 3 No diffe- NS 
relationship renee. 

Administrator-student 5 2 4 p < .05 
re:lationshi!l 

Difference in Caste 2 2 No diffe- NS 
r 

Difference in religion 2 2 -do- NS 
Different language 2 2 -dO- NS 
,.rou s. 
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From the above table fOllowing conclusions emerge,:-

In 1977, the studEnt unrest was perceived by the studmt!J, 

to have been caused more by contradicta.:cy; ex:pectations betweE!'l 

the students and administrators,,where as in 1982, these were 

not advanced as the causes of studEnt unrest. This difference 

in students'perception of causes for the two years was found 

to be statistically significant (T = 4, P<.05). 

-According to the perception of students, the other factors 

such as teacher-taught relationship,_difference in caste, 

religion and different language groups, were not responsible 

fOr the onset of student unrest in both the years. 

a: While the d~ree to which each factor was responsible for 

the student unrest, did not indicate much variations 

amongst the students fOr the two years, they {75%) 

however,felt that lack of adequate accommodation facilities 

as well as lack of adequate standards in reading and 

library facilities were partly responsible leading to unrest 

in both the years. 

b: Jts for the influence of curricular activities and uncert

ainty in getting a job after the completion of study, 

it was observed that out of 22 students 14 had not changed 

their perception. :For example in '1977_.,12 students perceived 

that lack of anployment opportunities were responsible 

fOr the student unrest and 8 viewed that lack of curricular 
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activities made them more active in the unrest, whereas 

in 1982, 20 students had ex:pressed that uncertainty 

in getting a job after the completion of their studies 

was partly responsible :fbr the onset of unresto 

c: .A.s :fbr other factors, like the influence of faulty· 

uni verai ty administration, pOlitical factors and source 
derable 

of initiation in the unrest, con si -Lvari at ion ir1 thoir 

perception betwem the events had been observed. In 

1977, 68.18% of the students felt that faulty university 

administration led to the onset of unrest and the source 

of initiation was from political groupings within the 

campus. On the other-hand in 1982, 86.36% of 1;he studmts 

felt that eJCcesai ve poli ticization on the campus led to 

the onset of unrest and the source Of in"itiaticn was from 

political parties out side the campus as well as political 

groupings within the campus. Thus the bypothesi.s se·t up 

for testing was accepted ex:cept :fbr the factor 

Administrator-student relationship. 

I : C : PERCEPTION OF jUiflNISI'fulTORS IN RID A,RD TO 

THE CAUSES OF STUDWT UNREST. 

The hypothesis tested in this context was to ascertain if 

there existed any difference in the perception of administrators in 

r~ard to causative factors that led to student unrest in 1977 9l'ld 

1982. Table-3 presmts the median score of the administrators, the 

Wilcoxon T values and the significance level. 
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1. 

2, 

3. 

4. 

5. 

1. 
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Table No, 3, 

Administrators'perception of causative factors leading 
to studwt unrest in 1977 and 1982, 

Causes of Year of Year of Wilcoxon 1 s Significance 
student unrest 1911 1282 T level 

Mdn, Mdn, Values 
Scores Scores 

Teacher-taught 3 3 :ro differerJ.ce IJS 
relationship 

Administrator-student 3 2 4 p < ,05 
relationship. 

Difference in Caste 2 2 No differwce :~ s 

Difference in re 2 2 No difference ITS 
religion. 

Different langucvse 2 2 No difference lTS 
groups. 

From the above table following conclusions emerge: 

AJ3 for the influence Of contradictions in expectations 

between the administrators and students on the unrest, the 

administrators felt that the influence of such factor was 
' ' 

neutral in the first unrest, while this factor_ 

VJB.s not 

It was noted 

at all responsible for the onset of 1982 unrest. 
of causes 

that the difference in their perceptionLfor the 

two unrests was found to be statistically significant 

( T = 4, P < . 05 ). 
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According to than, all other factors like lack of 

teacher-taught relationship, difference in caste, religion 

and differatt langu&'5e groups did not play any significant 

role in causing the student unrest in both in years. 

furthermore in rE\!Sard to the caus~s of student unrest:, 

a few more incidental responses were obtained, which have 

been analysed and presented below:-

It was observed that majority of the administrators 

(above 70%) did not change their perception at all in rE\!Sard 

to the other causative factors that led to studatt unrest in 

both the years. They attributed the factors like ex:cessive 

politicization in the campus, initiation from the political 

groupings within the campus, lack Of standard accommodation 

facilities and other miscellaneous facilities like conveyance, 

recreation etc., lack of adequate curricular activities 

and uncertainty in getting a job after the completion of the 

' · .. ·..:-

-1 
Thus the hypothesisLput to test was Only partly validated, 

significant 
with the administrators showingLdifferences in their perception 

rE\!Sarding the C'lJlsati ve factor,. the ad;ninistrator-stl).del'Jt 

relation srip leading to student unrest in the year 1977 but, 

in 1982 ,the other causative factors were not perceived by than 

to have been different in the t,_.,.o years. 
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II : -A. : PERCEPT IOU OF TE.\CHE}~S IN RID ARD TO THE 
NATURE OF STUDENT UNRES'l'. 

The hypothesis put to test was_that "there will be no differmce 

in the perception of teachers in regard to the nature of student unrest 

in the years 1977 and 1982. 1'able - 4 presmts the median scores 

o t the teachers, Wilcoxon T values and the significance levels. 

.sr.No. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Table No. 4. 

Perception of teachers in regard to the nature 
Of studmt unrest betwem 1977 and 1982. 

Nature of Year of Year Of WilCOXOn 
student unrest. 1n1 1~!22 T 

Mdno Mdn. values 
-Scores Scores 

Involvement of 2 4 10 
Political parties. 

Involvemmt of 4 4 27 
studmts. 

.studmt' s involve- 4 
mE!lt- in t erma o:f 

2 2.5 

spontaneity. 

Behaviour of 4 4 45 
students. 

Organisation of 3 2 7 
unrest. 

Discipline in unrest 3 2 11.5 

Fullfilmmt of 4 2 18 
student demands. 

Significance 
-level 

p <::.05 

p >.05 

P<o05 

NS 

P<_.05 

P<..05 

P<.05 
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From the above table,following conclusions emerge: 

The median score of 2 in 1977, indicated that the 

involvement of political parties in this year as being 

relatively minimal as compared to the year 1982, wherein it 

had been perceived to have been very high. The differmces 

in the perception of teachers in regard to the involvemmt 

of political parties between the two events VJ!l.S statisticaJ.ly 

significant. ( T = 10 P<...C5 ). 

The involvemmt of studmts in a spontaneous manner was 

perceived higher in 1977 in comparioon to 1982. It is observed 

that the differences so obtained in the perception for the two 

events was found to be statistically significant(T=2.5, P<.05). 

Similarly, the organisation of unrest,the discipline 

amongst the students in the unrest and genuineness of the 

. student demands W-€ireal1 statistically higher during the .first 
in 

event than Lthe second. 

Involvemmt and behaviour of the students appeared to 

have been almost the same in the two events. 

furthermore, in regard to the nature o .f student unrest, 

a few more incidental responses were obtained, which have bem 

analysed and presented below:-

a: It was observed that most of the teachers bad changed 

their perception in relation to the nature between the 
that the 

two evm ts. J!Or ex: ample, they opinedL 1977 unrest v1as 
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more psychological, and cultural in nature, but 

felt that the nature of unrest of 1982 was mainly political,; 

b: More than eighty percent (82.14~) of the teachers felt that 

the unrest of 1977 was directed against university admini-· 

stration whereaa the unrest Of 1982 was directed against 

a local group of political importance and a section of 

students wflo, were the agents of the out side 

antioocial and economic interest groups. 

c: It was observed that most of tl:le teachers (85.71%) had 

changed their perception in regard to the modus-operandi 

used by the students in the two events. Fbr instance, 

they felt that the students used.· relatively dore 

peaceful tactics in 1977 where as only aggressive 

tactics like picketing, gheraoing, dE!Ilonstration marches 

against the officials, sabotage and destruction or property 

and physj_cally assaulting the authorities etc. were used 

in the 1982 unrest. 

d: In 1977, 78.56% of the teachers felt that the unrest was 

supported by local ·and petty politicians, where as in the 

unrest of 1982, 71% of the teachers felt that the unrest 

was supported by middle wrung state level politicians 

particularly from opposition parties. 
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more of i=eclio.ts in nature in 1982 unrest. 

l'he hypotbecis - 2 put to test v1as r.?j ectcd exccyt for the 

'involvcrnent of s-Lt.ldent8 1 ve.r:Lable, ~Ni"th regarc~ to \·1J'1ich te~tC~1e'S 

E B 

TT • rt • d -'.• .r:a.Vlng :tSCe [!.l!le v11'3 nature of student unrest o.s "!}~l .. cr-.iv0d 

by teachers, -~he p::-~3ont z.:;ction 211alysis the z,nrne f~ctor as :~!?,r tbe 

Sr.No. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4· 

5. 

r 
o. 
7. 

Stude..'1·c.s• nc"CC')ti em of studmt un.,..est ~n rP,JSard 

to its nature ~n 1377 2nd 1982. 

Natrre Of Ye2.1. ... oS: Yee..r of Wilcoxon Sieni fi can ce 
stuO.ent unrest. 1977 1282 '" level 4 

r~·ldn. Edn. Values 
£corns. -ScorefJ~ 

Invol vanent of 3 3 28.5 !-TS 
POliti ccl na......-.ties. 
Involvement of 3 1', 7 P< .05 
st·udent s. 
Involvment of 4 3 4 P< • 05 
students in t e:!:'m s Of 
SDOn t e.n ei t • 
De~1~viou~ o,;: student 4 5 10 P<. • 05 

0 . '- . rg::-211Sau2.0n Of 4 3 4 p < .05 
.,J_nr~:;t. 

lli sciDl ine in nn:-cst "- A 'P 02 < 
G rouin rn e:J3 Of ,, 2 2 p <. 05 

_______ Jlt_~tcJ .. c~.,j ___ d~TtiF~l~I.':.· _ - . -- - -- -· - --··· 



From the above table fbllowing conclusions emerge: 

1. The invo1veme1t of students was perceived to be 

significantly higher in 1982 in comparison to '1977o It was 

noted that the differences in their perception fbr the two 

e·vents was fbund to ·be statistically signi.ficant(T=7, P~.05). 

2. The involvemmt of students in ·a spontaneous manner 

was perceived to be significantly lri.gher in 1982 as compared 

to that of 1977 ( T = 4, p<(0.05 ). 

3· The median score of 4 in 1977 and 5 in 1982 indicates 

that the behaviour of stude1ts was significantly more 

aggressive in 1982 than in 1977 ( T = 10, P<.05 ). 

The organisations of unrest, the discipline amongst the 

stude1ts in the unrest and the ge1uineness of student demands, 

were all statistically higher during 1977 than in 1982. 

5, Involvemmt of political parties appears to have been 

almost at the same level in the two events. 

In addition to the above, certain other findings were 

obtained in regard to the nature of unrest, wbich are··· 

presented:-

. ' 

a: It was observed that most studrots had changed their 

perception betwee1 1977 and 1982, in relation to the 

nature of unrest. :Fbr instance, in 1977, 77.27~ of the 

stude1ts opined that the unrest was directed against the 
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university administration, v1here as they viewed that the 

unrest of 1982 was directed against a local group Of 

political importance. 

b: Interestingly all the students opined that the 1977 unrest 

was political as well as psychological in nature where as 

it was mainly political in ni\ture in 1982 unrest. 
· the students 

c: Most students (90.91%) felt that . (_ · .used peaceful tactics 

in the first unrest as modus operandi but in 1982 unrest 

they mainly used aggressive tactics like piCketing 

gheraoing, de:nonstration marches against the officials, 

sabotage and destruction of property and physically 

assaulting the authorities etc. 

d: According to 86.36% of the students ,the nature of causes 

in terms of time was longstanding in 1977 but 95.46% Of 

the students felt that. it was immediate in nature in the 

unrest of 1982. 

e: ·As for the interference of political leaders in the unrest 

they (68.86%) felt that lOcal and petty politicians 
unrest 

interfered more in 1977jwhere as middle wrung state level 
·· the 

politicians were involved inL1982 unrest. 

Thus the hypothesis~ut to test was rejected except fOr one 
that is 

variable L the involvement of political parties in the unrest. In 

other words, the nature of unrest was considered by the students to 

have been diff'eren t in the two years viz. 1977 and 1982; in ~all 

aspects for the political parties whose invol ve:ment in the unrest 

vms considered to have bore or less the sane in the two years. 
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II : C : PERCEPTION OF IDHNISTRATION IN RIDARD 

TO THE ITATURE OF STUDWT UNREST. 

The hypothesis put to test was that "there will be no difference 

in the perception of administratdlrs in rE'{Sa.rci to the nature of 

student unrest between 1~177 and 1982". Table-€ presents the me<li9ll 

scorroof the administrators, Wilcoxon T values and the significant 

levels. 

Sr.No. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Table No. 6. 

Perception Of administrators in regard to the 
nature of student unrest between 1977 and 1982. 

Nature of Year of Year of Wilcoxon 
student unrest. 197:Z 1282 T 

1ldn. Mdn. Values 
. Scores Scores • 

Involvemmt of 4 4 35 
Political parties. 

Involvement of 3 4 13 
students. 

Student• s involve- 3 2 13 
mmt in terms of 
spontaneity. 

Behaviour of student 3 5 5 

Organisation Of 
Unrest. 

3 2 13.5 

Discipline in unrest 3 2 13.5 

Gmuineness of 3 2 13.5 
student demands. 

Significance 
level· 

I! S 

P<.05 

P<:.05 

P<:".05 

P< .05 

P<.05 

P<.os 



2. 

3. 

4. 

s. 
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From the above table following conclusions emerg:!l 
and 4 in 1982 

The median score of 3 in 1977Lindicates that the involvement 

of students in this year was relatively minimal as compared to 

the year 1982. The difference in their perception was found 

to be statistically significant ( T = 13, P < .os ) • 

The involvement of students in a spontaneous manner was 

perceived to be neutral in 1977 unrest where as in 1982, it 

was perceived to have been imposed on the students. It was 

observed that the difference in their perception was 

statistically significant ( T = 13, P <.OS ) • 

It was evident that the behaviour of the students during 

the unrest of 1977 was mild wherea.sn~; it was perceived to have 

been relatively more aggressive during the unrest of 1982 

( T = 5 P <.os ) . 
Simil·arl y, the organisation of unrest, discipline amongst 

the students in the unrest and g:!nuinene ss of student demands, 

...ere all considered to be significantly moderate in 1977 than 

in 1982. 

The involvement of political parties in the unrest 

appears to have been alnost the same in the two events. 

In addition to the above, certain incidental findings 

...ere obtained in regard to the nature of student unrest as 

perceived by the administrators bet\'i'8en the two events. 
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For: instance1-

a1 80:1. of the administrators felt that the nature of 

the unrest was political in both the years. 

bl Most of them ( 95%) felt that the students .u1<1.inJ.y used 

aggressive tactics as modus operandi like picketing, 

gheraoing, demonstration marches against . the officials, 

sabotage and destruction of property and physically 

assaulting the authorities in both the events. 

I.:o st 
c1 L (7 SY.}of the administrators felt that the unrest of 1977 

was directed against them, where as the unrest of 1982 

was directed against a section of politically motivated 

students as well as a local group of politicians. 

d1 Around 80 per cent of the administrators opined that the 

nature of causes in terms of time in the first unrest 

was longstanding in nature where as 88:1. of them were of 

view that the nature of causes were of immediate in 

nature in 1982. 

e1 According to 7 sr. of the administrators, local and petty 

politicians and middle wrung state level politicians were 

involved in both 1977 and 1982 unrest. 

-2 
The hypothesisJput to test was rejected except for- factor·.- _-

1
the involvement of political parties' in the unrest, 'modus-operandi • 

the two of which the administrators felt, were more or 1 ess at the 

same level in th~ two unrests, whereas in 211 other factors the nature 

of 1977 <>.nd _1982 unrest were :perceived to have been different. 
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l?ERCEPriON OF TEACHERS IN REGARD TO THE 

CONSEQUENCES OF srUDENr UNREsr. 

The hypothesis put to test was that "there will be no difference 

in the perception of teachers in regard to the consequences of student 

unrest between 1977 and 1982. Table-7 presents the nedian scores of 

the teachers, Wilcoxon T values and the significance levels. 

sr .No. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

1. 

Table No. 7. 

Teacher's perception of the consequences of 

Student Unrest between 1977 and 1982. 

consequences of Year of Year of Wilcoxon 
Student Unrest. 1977 1982 T 

Mdn. Mdn. Values. 
Scores. Scores. 

Duration of unrest • 4 4 32 

Management of unrest • 4 4 22 .s 

Fulxillment of DemandS 4 3 11 

From the above table following conclusions emergea 

Significance 
level. 

NS 

NS 

l? < .os 

The median score of 4 in 1977 indicates that the fulfillment· 

of student demands was significantly higher in the 1977 unrest 

as compared to the unrest of 1982. ThE: difference in their 

perception in regard to the fulfillment: of demands was found to 

be statistically significant ( T = 11, l? <..os ) • 
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The duration of unrest and the management of unrest 

appear to have been almost the same in the two events. 

In addition to the above, certain incidental findings 

were obtained in regard to the consequences of the student 

unrest as perceived by the t•;,achers. For instancea 

unrest, 
aa In both 1977 and 1982 L the teachers felt that the 

consequences of student unrest was (a) loss of time in 

educational and career of the students; (b) loss of 

career opportunities for the students and (c) extreme 

mental tension during the unrest. 

bl Cessation of the unrests- In both 1977 and 1982, the 

student unrest continued for a duration of one month 

approximately and then came to an end. The factors 

that led to the cessation of unrest were examined and 

the results of the analyses sho\.ed that in 1977, 71.43% 

of the teachers felt that the cessation took place by 

meeting the demands through negotiation halfway. More 

than one fourth of the teachers (21.43%) felt that the 

cessation took place due to the intervention of the 

Government. In 1982, 50% of the teachers opined that 

the unrest withered awavon its own due to lack of . -· 

support from within and ~nother 32.14% of them viewed 

that the unrest came to an end by meeting demands halfway. 
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Thus the hypothe sisLput to test was rejected except the 

. 'duration of unrest\ 

III 1 B I PERCEPTION OF SI'UDENTS IN REGARD TO THE 

CONSEQUENCES OF SI'UDENT UNRESI' • 

The hypothesis was subjected to empirical investiqation to 

as::ertain the differences in the perception of students in regard 

to the consequences of student unrest between 1977 and 1982. 

Table-8 presents the· median s::ores of the students perception as 

'Nell as the W.ilcoxon T values and levels of signif'icanue. 

sr .tlo. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Table .No. 8. 

Students perception of con sequences of student 

~st _ __J,n_ 1977 and 1982. 

Consequences of Year of Year of Wilcoxon 
Student Unr·~st. 1977 1982 T 

Mdn. Mdn. Values 
Scores. Scores. 

Duration of unrest 5 5 28.5 

Management of unrest 2 3 13.5 

Fulfillment of demands 4 3 4 

From ·the above table following conclusions ernerge1 

Significance 
level. 

NS 

P <.OS 

p <-05 

1. As for the management of unrest and fulfillment of 

student demands, the ';filcoxon T values 'Nere 13.5 and 4, 

respectively, \"lhich t.'19re statistically significant.-
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results 
·rhe L indicated that in the ye:ll' 1977 ·; the management of 

unrest was more easy and the fulfillment of student demands 

was significantly more as compared to that of 1982 unrest. 

The duration of the unrest appears to have been almost 

the same in both the years. 

The other consequences stated by the students included 

the following: 

a: In 1977, according to 86.36% of students, the cessation 

of the unrest took place by meeting the demands of 

students through negotiation halfway, where as in 1982, 

63.64% of students felt that the university administrators, 

used repressive measures to end the student unrest, Only 

36.36% of students felt that the cessation of unrest took 

place by meeting the student demaoos. 

b: 76.58% of students felt that they lost more educational 

as well as career opportunities in the year 1977 as 

compared to 1982. Further they felt that they experienced 

greater tension in the second unresto 

-1 

Thus the hypothesis/put to test was rejected except for the 

'duration' variable. 

III 1 C 1 PERCEPTION OF ADMINISTRATORS IN REGARD TO 

THE CXlNSEQUENCES OF STUDENT UNREST. 

The hypothesis was tested to know the differences in the 

perception of administrators in regard to the consequences of student 
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unrest in 1977 and 1982. Table 9 presents the median scores of the 

administrators, 'iU.lcoxon T values as well as the significance levels. 

sr.No. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

1. 

2. 

Table No. 9. 

Administrators perception of the consequences o:r. 

Student Unrest between 1977 and 1982o 

Consequences of Year of Year of Wilcoxon Significance 
Student Unrest. 1977 1982 T level 

Mdn. Mdn. Values 
Scores. Scores. 

Duration of unrest 5 5 No difference NS 

Nanago.rrent of unrest 3 4 5.5 p <-05 

Fulfillment of demands 4 2 1 P<o05 

From the above table following conclusions emerges 

'l.'he median score of 4 in 1982, indicates that the tackling 

of this unrest was more difficult for the university authorities 

in comparison to 1977 unrest ( T = 5.5, P <.OS ) • 

In 1977, the administrators felt that in this unrest 
of studGnts 

some of the'-demands L were met where as in 1982, it adversly 

affected the student comnunity. The difference in their. 

perception was found to be statistically significant(T=1, P<..OS). 



3. ?he dur,.ition of unt~est seems to hdile been ::~lrrost the same 

in both 1977 :md 1932 unrests. This me•ms that both the unrests 

c:::>ntinuE.d for the same period of time, approximately one tronth. 

In additi:::>n to the abovo rN:ponses, certain :>ther resronses 

obtained in regard to student unrest i:l.<::e cS f:>llO\oiS :-

a. According to 70% of administrators the unrest of 1977 

had c:::>me to on <end by meeting the student demands 

halfway through neg:>ti2.t'ion. Thc,re v1as, hovJever, 

consi(erable v.'riatic·n amongst them in regard to the 

cessati:m of 1932 unL·est. Out of 20 admini.st:·ators 

7 ~ViE~HeO th:;.t the cess::.ti·:>n t..:'ok 1:..lttC:? Clue to p1 cssure 

fr~m th8 Governrr:e:nt :Jn t..he students, G :>;:inEC th:t 

withdl.- ·:u-31 o£ unrest \•J_,s ~ur~ t:::> ;.eet:i.ng the Cem::.nds 

h3lf:u~y, 4- :3elt that the ;_1nrest Hitl1eLed a1.:HJ.y on it.:s 

ov..n Cue to lnck of SUfTQrt fr-Jn--: ·tiithin and the 

remaining vie\-~ed th.:.1t there •.-~:Js 1_:.ressure from the 

Government on the uniYersity admini~tra tion to do 

something for the sl:udents. 

b. 2urther in regurd to the conse:;uences of student unrest, 

the administrators differed amon')st themselve·s in 

their ;:erception. J:n 1977, out :>f 20 admir.istrc~tors, 

15 were o£ the vie:·.' that student un:-:.?st r-2s~lted in 

loss o:E educ _ ti:.nal as ~.,_rell ~s c.~.!: .~>:·r ~~}..Ortunit i8S 
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for students and other 5 vie':!ed th.::1t the conse-

quences of student unrest wus a loss of credibility 

for the students. 'dhile fifty five per cent of 

administr>:J.tors als:J -felt tl-.Gt even in lS'-~2 unre::::·t 

there .. as a loss in car·'f:er 5nd educ~tional :>r:ror-

tuniti"s, forty-five per cent were of the vie•.-~ thClt 

the unrest c._u:oed a gre:.t deal of tension to the 

students. 

Having presented an -"lnalysis of the percer;tion of eilch group, 

Viz. t:~:.:.c!Jers, students and administrC~t::>rs in regard to the c,luses, 

natuL"e and cC>nseciuences of student un!.·est of 197 7 21nd 1982, it 

ye:~rs :>n the same three V'·::l:C:L3bles to ascertLli.n the differences 

-:1r.1:>ngst the it· r:r:r. cei:t i::-n if any. Thus, the follO'.'Jing sect ion 

j::r.es.-,nts the percej::tic-n of tl1e three gr::lUf:S on the three v.:riAbles. 

IV : FERCZF'l'IOlJ OF 'rEACHSRS7 STUUENTS t-ND 1'\i.-I,;INIS'I'RATOii.S 
IN REG.:~ TO C~~US"::~'IVE P.~c.~.ORS L2iill.LNG TO Sl'l.JL-iliT 
\JNP-ESI' n; 1977 t\t·1L 1982 : A COI·l'ARISON • 

As mentioned ec:rliP.r, an attempt ·as mQC'e to ;:c,sc:'rtain 

hovJ C'ar the teuchers, students and administr:;tors difl'>r(;<l in 

their perception in regard to student UI]rest in terms of c~us2s, 

nature and consequences. Table 10 :r-resE"nts the caus-::-s of 

student unrest as perceived by the three gr::>ups. 

Table N::>. 10 follows on the next p:ige. 
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.Sr,No. 

1.. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 
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~able lTo, 10. 

Ferce,Dtion of teachers~dents, and acl!ninistrators in rego.rd to thf'l 

causes leading to student unrest in 1977 rnd _1982. 

TEACI!ERiil 3'lU J;l:flf TS .A..ll':iiN lSTRUOR :lJ 

~-8estof Year Year Wilco- Signi- Year Year l'fil co- Signi- Year Year Wilco-
~ u en of Of xon• s fican- Of Of xon• s fican- of Of xon•s 
unrest. 1211 l98!i! T ce le- .1ll7 1982 T ce le- 1971 1982 T 

Mdn. Md.n. Values. vel. Mdn. MdnQ values. vel. trdn. ld'dn. values. 
sco- sco- sco- sco- sco- sco-
res. res. res. res. reso res. 

Teacher-taught 4 3 10 1' <:.. 05 3 3 lfO dif- lT s 3 3 1Io dif-
relation shi u. fer en cr.:. fer en CP, 

Administrator- 3 3 27.5 p >.05 5 2 4 . 1' <.,.05 3 2 4 
student-relation-
shi u. 
Difference in 2 2 No dif- NSi 2 2 No dif- N Sl 2 2 No dif-
<J§Ste ference. f'erence. ·P,r,.,n " 
Diff.erence in 2 2 J[O dif- rrs 2 2 Ho dif- NS 2 2 No dif-

Signi-
fican-
ce le-
vel. 

us 

1' <.. 05 

ns 

ES 
religion. fer en ce. fArP.nCP, fer en C"'• 

Difference 2 2 No dif- NS 2 2 No dif- i:S 2 2 No dif- HS 
languaee grouns. fer<"nce, ference. ference. 
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From the table -10 following conclusions emerge : 

1. 'Io the issue if the teacher-taught relationship h3d 

contributed to student unrest, both st~dents and administrators 

\vere of view the>t it '.'las moderately responsible in both 1977 

and 1982 unrests. On the other h:,nd the teachers ;:ere of 

opinion that in 1977 this £:ector had played u very im!'ortant role 

in the :mset of unrest •·JherEB.S, in 1982, it ?hly flayed a 

rroderate role. 

"'. As for administrator-student relationship and its 

contribution to the onset of stuc3ent unrest, \·lhile teachers 

und administrators felt that it had moderately influence<'! in 

b-:>tl< the years, the students felt that it played a highly signi

fic,<nt role in 1S77, but negligible role in 1982. 'I'hus, there 

apJ_:·earPd a consesus amongst the adminis·trators and stuC.:ents in 

regard to the adrninistrcotor-student relationshi:;:. having only a 

loH influence on student unrest in 1982, while they dif:Ccred in 

their view about this f-etor for the unrest in 1S77. 

3. The three groups <-~ere unanimous in their views that 

difference in c:1ste, religion and language had no role -:o play 

in the onset of unrest. 

In addition to the above, a fe·11 more causative f .. octors 

advc,nced by th<~ three groups for the s·tudent unrest c.re ciigr 2 -

mutica_l_ly 1'reSE~nted. 

From figure No. 1 (see page No.60) it is clear that 

in 1977, most oftheteachers t75%).and students (63.18%) felt 
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th:.1t f,J.ulty uni··/er:sity Jdr:":inistr:::ti:::>n t.,laS th~! c-..:use of stuC·2nt 

unrest, Hhere ·s the rest o£ them attributed it to l?=Jck of material 

c.nd academic ·f,:cilities in the campus. On the contrary, 7o;.~ of 

the administrators v ieHed thc;t excessive ]COli ticizat: ion in the 

cam::·.1s led to student unrest \·,hereas 30% of t.r.is gr~·ur opincx:l 

th.:1t the student l'.nrest t.;~as caus ·d more by l~Lck of .:c .'dcr::ic 

fc.ciJ i.ties. In 1982, it ·.~as observed th.,t all the- ::hree ·:;roups 

(aprroxj.mately .:tbove co;~ of: thew} opined unanirrously th .. d.: 

e:>.ce::;sive r.oliticiz.1tion in the C'Hrpus led i.:o student unrest in 

that }·ear. 

From Figure No.2 (see ;::.sge No.62) it is evident that 

in 1977 the teachers (71.43}(.), students \8S.J6;;;), and adminis-

tr :t.ors (55%) opined that p<:>litical groupings initiated the 

stuC:' ent unres1:, \·:hereC~s t!·l<~ remdining perceived th,,t the source 

of i.nitiation \·las from the political parties out side the campus. 

As for the 1982 student ·unrest the te;:;chers .:·71.431.) , .. md u.drr.inis

tr.o.tors (55;·~) had felt that the source of in:i.tiation of student 

unrest \·las from political groupings within the camr:us, where3S 

most of the students (77 .27%) felt that lt \-l<l.S from political 

parties out~ide the campus. 

From? igure No. 3(See Page No .63 ) it is observed that 

in :·.977, nnst of the te2chers (85.71%) 1 and administrators (70") 

had stated that lack of curricular act ivitie:; in the campus 1 ed 

to :;tuder.t unrest, ':!he reds the renaining v ie• .. red· that the unrest 
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FIGURE 110-3, 

Causes of Student Unrest ?.s nerceived by the throe »:Eo_uus, 
-----·--·- if. l, 

Teachers (:!:'·-1 students q 

t":': ·. ~ .. 

a 
a-Lack of curricular and recreational activities; 

b-uncertainty in getting a job amongst the students, 

Administrators fB r--
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of 1977 was caused by the lack of future Frospects arrongst the 

students. In regard to the above more than fifty per cent o:E 

them were of <;>pinion that uncertainty in getting a job m3de them 

more active during the urjr: est, ~1he:r:eas slightly rrore than one-

thi.t.-d (3S.36;•) identified l3c:k of cu:r:ricuL;r activities in the 

campus as ·the c<>~.<se of 1977 unrest. It Has notsd that rrost 

subj~ts of the three ·;r:oups unanirrously vie1·,:! the importance 

of uncertainty in getting a job amongst the students after the 

COffiFl etion of the stctdy as the cause of 1982 unrest. 

Further, most of the subjects (35;~) in the three groups 

attributed the l?Jck of -'!CCor:;;codation facilities o!Dd libraL·y 

f-:icilities in the uni·.,ersity as a cause for student unrest. 

V: PE.·.-~Ci:f':I·JN CFTEA.CHERS, S'.i.tJi SN~:.-·s, :\l'ID, ADI,·al!IS 
?·Rn'1:09..S J.N !tCG.;...J.ffi ':i.'O ~·HE N _ _:~... UH.E CF S'l'ULtlJT UN!<ZSI' 
.1.N 197 7 ;;ND -1932 : ,\ COLl.\R:i:SOl'>! 

Table No. 11 presents the nature of stud-:=nt unrest as 

perceived by the three groups. From the 'J.<:.ble (see F.:,ge No.65) 

fJllowing conclusions emerge~ 

1. In 1977, the median scores of the teachers and students 

indica·ted that the involvement of politicill parties in thiS 

year in instigating the students was reLlti?ely minimal as 

compared to that of 1982. H'J\~ever, in J:'egard to the latter 

year, students felt diL:~rently from the teachers, and adminis-

trators Viz. there ·.~as ::Ply an indirect involvement of political 

parties in 1982. 
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1 • 

2. 

3. 

4· 

5. 

6. 

7.• 
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'l'~h1 n Mr• 11 ~..,.!.__U..· 

:Perception of teacllers, students and ad!ninistrators in reg<>,rcLiQ 

the nature of student unr<>st between 1977 ?Dd 1982. 

TEACHERS STlTDE?T'l' S ill.ITIT I STR.G.'NRS 

Nature· of Year Year Wilco- Si~ni- Year Year WilcO- Signi- Year Yenr Wilco-
student of Of xon's fican- of of xon' s fican- cf of xon' s 
unrest. 1271 1982 T ce le- 1977 1282 T ce le- t27:l 1982 ·r 

fcidn o 11dn. values. vel. Mdn. Mdn, values. vel. J:Idn. Mdn. values. 
sco-sco- sco- sco- sco- sco-
res. res. res. res. res. res. 

lnV'olvanent Of 2 4 10 p <. 0 05 
political. ,pa.rti es, 

3 3 28.5 ·. p 7·05 4 4 35 

Invol van a;t Of 4 4 27 p > .05 
-~tudents~ 

3 4 7 P<.05 3 4 13 

.$tud·ent' s invol- 4 2 2.5 p < .05 4 3 4 p <·05 3 2 13 
vement in terms 
of spontaneity. 

Behaviour of 4 4 
students. 

45 p 7.05 4 5 10 p <.05 3 5 5 

Organisation Of 3 2 7 p <..05 
unrest. 

4 3 4 p <·05 3 2 13.5 

Discipline in 3 2 11 • 5 P<..05 4 3 4 P< ,05 3 2 13.5 
unrest. 
G enuin mess of 4 2 
studmt demands. 

18 P<... 05 4 2 2 P<. ,05 3 2 13.5 

Signi-
fican-
ce le-
vel. 

p 7.05 

p .::... 05 

p < .05 

p < .05 

p < .05 

P<.05 

P<.. 05 
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2. As for che involvement of stucents in the unrest of 1977, 

the students and .dministrators felt that a small section of 

students r;articipated in the unrest, tmereas the teach·~s felt 

thc.·t a large section of students particip2.ted in th<'!t unL8:3t • 

. .:.s for 1982, the three groups resfonded in a similar m•mner ·.; iz. 

a l<'!rge section of students particj_l~·::;ted in the unrest o:: 1982. 

3. '~'he involvement of students in a spontaneous mcmner viaS 

perceived to have been higher in the 1977 unrest by the students 

and t•?achers, as corrpared to the administrators; Hhere-'!S in the 

unrest of 1982 the tee<chers and administrators vie':JE;d t:he>t it '.-Jas 

iinl-oss-<1 on the students. However, the students opined that in 

the 1982 unrest, there t~as neither spontaneity nor imF>sition 

as visu:.lised by the other 2 grour-s. 

4. .'\.s ::or 1977, while the teachers and students vL,'.cd that 

the behuv.J.our of stu<Sents HaS aggressive, the administ!· .tors 

v iet-.d th.:;t it •·1as mild. On the other hand in 1982, the students 

and administr3tor s v ie·.ved that the b·"ho,v iour of :::tudent:s HaS very 

aggressive .,,hereas the teachers felt that it Has not 'J~·ry 

aggressive. 

5. It is clear fr-:>:n the table that the te.•chers <;nd ad:r.inis-

tr .. <tO!'S had given similar responses to the 1977 and 1982 un.cest 

in !'egarc:: to discipline arrongst the students. ·i·hey vieVJed that 

the .=ormer t•!aS moderately organised c.nd discirlined, ':.hcre<J.s the 
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l.;tter 1:1a:- d:csorganised and indisciplined in n"ture. Contr.ccry 

to the abave vie\·1, the students opined that the unrest of 1977 

wus better or-g,mised and more disciplined as compar<"!d to the 

secand. 

6. It , .. ,~as observeC. that the teachers and studen·:s wer•? oE 

similar vJ.e'·'s in their perception re.g-::~rding the genuineness of 

studc•nt Clel7Gnds in 1977. They opined that the derrands •.rer:e 

genuine, but the administrators vieued that it HaS mocJerate~y 

genuine. On the other hand the three groups unanirrously vi·oo'.-.'ed 

that the demands ;<ere not oenuine in the unrest of 1982. 

Further, in regard to the nature of student unrest, " few 

r.n:::e r·~sronses ,,,,•re obtdlrled •.,tlich have been analysed and presented 

Hith the heJp o£ b,:.lrdigr.::.tm. 

It iS not•2cl fror.1 the ciqure Na. 4 (sc;e Fag•.'! No ·68) that 

the the?~ c;r-)ups hao differ-=<] amongst themselves regarding the 

board nature of 197 7 unrest. While t;'"le students (59 .o9·;•!, and 

te-3chers (53.57/.) v:ieHecl that the broad nature 1:1as psychological, 

the c1dr.1inistratars (SO%), viewed it as political in nature. The 

re;:naining bcC"ch;crs (46 .13%) .opined that it. was cultural, the 

students (40.91·,~) vie,.Jed it as political and the administrators 

(20;') vie,1ed it as psychoJ.ogical nature. On the other hand 

most af the teachers (82 .14~•>, students {100%), and administrators 

{30/.) '.-18re of orinion that the na.ture of 1982-unrest ':'f.lS ·mainly 

political.in na.tu;,:·e. 
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;Broad Nature of Student Unrest as nerceived by the t'b.r!'le arouns. 
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From the ?igure No. 5 (see Page No •• 70) it can be said 

tho·,t all the three groups unanimously felt that the unrest of 

1977 was directed against university administration. 'l'he other 

t ee>chers and administrators viewed that it 'las directed against 

a section of students apparently the agents of out side anti

saci::cl 0.olitical gr:::>up, ••hereas the students (22.73%) vie\·,·ed 

tho=t it \·!JS directed 3gainst a local group of political 

imrcortance. AS for 1982, the teachers (78.57%), and students 

(86 .36%) viR~o?ed that the st·c1dents unrest ':laS directed against 

a group of r-oliticiens, ·,.herea:s the administrators viewed that 

it Has C:irected ... :gainst a secti:Jn of students. 

From 2 igure No. 6 (see F .:1ge No. 71 ) it is clear that 

the teach<2rs (85.71;;), and s·cudents (90.9i;~) had gi"l!!en sirr.Har 

L·'o.sr-::mses rP.garciing the modus-opcranci used by students and 

they vie\·!ed th:;t students used peaceful· tccctics during 1977 

unrc>st, such as black flag prosent ... tion, boycotting of cL'lss,,s, 

hunger strike, etc., where~s the adrr.inistr.:rtors (95/~) 1 vieVIed 

that the :?tuc'!ents ad:::>pted ac;gres·~ive tactics in the unrest o 

On the other hand all the thrr-:e g:c)ur:s unanirn~usly Here of 

opinion that the studsn·~s usc:d aggressive tactics during the 

unrest of 1982, such as picketing, gheraoing, sabotage and 

destruction of pPOperties, and physically assaulting the autho

rities. 

From ?i<;;ure No. 7 (see Page :Jo. 72 ) it was observea 

th.:.t all the three groups had given similc1j: J;esiConses in both 
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FIGFR3 IT 0-G 
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:FIG URi': N 0-7. 

Jfatl1re of Causes in terr1s of time as 11erceived by the three p;rouns. 
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the ye.:;rs. In 1977, they unanimously vi•O!h'ed thc1t the bro:1d 

nature of cause~ in terms of time W6..S longstanding,. on the 

::Jther hwnd in 1982, it viaS immediate j_n n.:ture • 

.2urther in regard t:> the above res:;.')nses the thr:-:e 

gr.::>u;s had -::1lso given some other vi8 1:iS reg.::i:cding th0 sup~or~ers 

of unrest. It '"·'a.s observed that the teachers (78.56Y.), students 

(6,;.86/~), and administrators (75}~) 1vere of ppini::Jn that the 

unr-:):ot of 1977 was supJ,cOrted by local and petty :;_:oliticL:>ns, 

Hhc·re .. :s the unrest of 1982 1·1as sup:.orcec1 by rniC:: le ~!cUnJ "ncl 

st:.te l·c·vel p::ll i ticians. 

VI: FE!1CEF;:'ION 02 iEACH.:!:RS, Sl'UDEN"_;:S AJc:D .\DM1NIS
T RJ\'I'OKS H2GARD .LNG ~'HE CONSEQUZNCES OF S~'t.JI)F-~T 
u;.;;;.:zs;:· IN 1977 .-'INC 1982 : A COd ,'..'-:ISON. 

Table No. 12 presents the consequences of student unx·ec,t 

as rerceivec1 by the three di:O:fer.~nt groups. ~"rom this t2ble 

the follo1·1ing c::Jnclusi::Jns emerge (see page no. 74 ). 

1. It was noted that the students and adrninistr-:.:tors felt 

thut both the unrests c1ere continued for the same period of 

time i.e. one month. But, the teachers felt that both the 

events c-:Jntiriued for more than ti·Jenty days but lp.ss th-J.n cme 

m.::nth .. 

2. ;,s O:or tackling of the 1977 unrest, Hhile the -::co.chers 

felt t:'L~t it \·las difficult for the administrators, the lat"ter 

::elt tha·t it HdS neither easy nor .difficult for ~.hem, t~.ough 

the stuC:enc.s opined that it was easy to tackle. As for 1932 
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1. 

2. 
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~rcention of t e<'1chers, students 8!1(1 Sl(lmini strators rql!nrdina: the 
consequences of student Jillrest in_l977 Md ~. 

TE.ACER..~S ~'ltrJD~·iTS ADi :mr STRATORS 

<.:on sequ e1 ces of Year Year Wilco- S.igni- Ye2r Year Wilco- Signi- Year Year Wilco- Signi-
student unrest. o:r Of xon•s fic:m- of Of xon•s fican- Of Of x:on•s fican-

1211 1282 'l' ce le- 121'L 1282 T cc le- 1971 1282 "' ce le-• 
hldn. Mdn. values. Vel. Edn. 1ldn. values. vel. Mdn. l'.Idn. values~ vel. 
sco- sec- nco- sec- 3CO- sea-
res. res. l"'eSo res. res. res. 

Duration of 4 4 32 P;>.05 5 5 28.5 p > .05 5 5 He dif-. !·LS 
unrest. ference. 

Managene1t of 4 4 22.5 p ") • 05 2 3 13·5 p <·05 3 4 5.5 p <... 05 
unrest. 

li\11 f5.llm en t Of 4 3 11 p <·05 4 3 4 p < .05 4 2 1 P<. .05 
student dannndso 
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unrest, the te.:chsrs, .~nd edministrators h3d given similar 

kind of resr ::>nses that the tackling of unrest o;;-Jas dif~i~ul't 

VJh're:JS the students opined that it WaS neither easy nor 

d j_fficul t for the adn.inistrators. 

3. It ''Jas clear that all the three gr:>ups had responc:ed in 

a similar way reg:ording the fulfilment of stL>:.ents cemands. 

'~'hey ,Celt thu.t some demanes .,.,·o·re met during the unrest of 197!,. 

On the other hand in 1982, t->hil e the teachc?rs. and students 

orined that no demands t.Jere met, the "idministrc:tors viet·''""" thcit 

the unrest of 1cj32 udversely affected the stucent cor:·:.unity. 

In ad(-:itlc,n to the .::.tGove Certain incidental £indinJS Here 

ob·~aincu L'CCJ'-'rding the c:>nsequences of student un~:est uS 

r:erc·2ived by 1:he three gr8Ups. '!'hese resp:::>nses 2re diqraut.-lt i

cally presented in fig .. u:e-8 • 

. ~s for the consequences of unrASt 1 the tc~1cl1,=:rs had 

pe~:ceived the same consequences of both the events. l'iore tha.n 

SOY. of them felt th01t in both 1977 and 1932 unrest, there t·!ere 

same consequences such as loss· of time in educational and career 

of the students, loss of OE:ortunities in accldemic sr.he~:e, and 

extrene ment.;,l t.ension during the unrest. In regclrd to the above 

L·esp:)nses, the students (76 .58/o) opined thilt they lost only 

educational and co1reer opportunities in 1977, but in 1982 they 

got e"tremely mental tension. It ·.-1as observed that the acl.rr.inis

tr ~tors differed am:mgst themselves regurding the consequences 

of un.::est as !:or 1977, ::>ut 20 ad;r.inistrators, 40% of them viewed 
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the loss in ed'..l.c :ti')nal a:; Hell -.=:s career 0:·::.:ortuniti~s, 30% 

of them vie·.-:ed the loss of cr·edibility before the administra

tLm and che :::>thers vie•.-1ed th2.t the students e"peri"'nced 

gre'.!ter tension in this unrest. In 1932, 551" of the admi.nis

fe.Lt that stuc~ents l:::>st educ;;tional as •.-Jell ss career opportu

nitie'S and other 40l~ of them opi.~ed th"!t the students lost 

credibaity before them • 

.From the ~'i:;,ure No.8 (see Page No. 76) it is cle;:;r 

that the teachers (71.13;:0), stucents (86.36;~), and the adminis

tr:,tors (7J%) h.:.d given simil>r resr-<mses r·egarding the cess-3tion 

of 1977 unr·est, but they difrered a'rongst themselves regarding 

the cessation of 1982 urirest. In 1S7:, they realised th2t the 

cesscition t-::.>.:>k place by meeting the ceme.nds through neg:>ti,otion 

half Hay • On the other h2nd in 1982·, ,.JJ1iL: 50~~ of the t .'uCher S 

vie,·.d thctt the 'Jnrest ·.-:ithered 2\·.>ay of its own, the students 

(63.64j') opined th3t strict and repressive me,1sures ador-ted by 

the University authority. !3ut, to a great extent the adminis

tators differed -3.mongst themselves regarding the cessation of 

1982 unrest • 

The next Chapter r:-r·~sents discussion of the results. 
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DISCUSSION 

The main objective of this study was to ascertain if the 

nature, causes and consequences of student unrest were different 

between the two years viz. 1977 'll'ld 198:2 as perceived by university 

teachers, students, and administ:cators. "Che second objective was 

to find out if the three groups, in the university varied amongst 

themselves in rega:r·d to their perception of the nature, causes and 

consequences of student unrest. The study was carried out in 

Utkal University and the findings of this study indicated that 

there was a significant change in the perception of nature, causes 

and consequences of unrest in the two years (1977 and 1982). There 

was also a significant difference in certain aspects amongst the 

perception of the three groups regarding the student unrest. :Fbr 

detailed results, see analysis of results ( Chapter-4). In this 

regard these results have in certain respects supported the 
?£ 

findings/a few of the earlier researches and also rejected a few. 

These are being discussed in the fbllowing section. 

A : THE CAUSES OF STUDEHT UNREST 

The findings of this study showed that the three groups 

were of the opinion that the causes of unrest in 1977 were: 

lack of teacher-taught relationship, contradictory Gtpectation 

between the administrators and students, faulty university 

administration, interference of political parties and lack of 
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adequate curricular activities in the campus. As for the 

unrest of 1982, the causes put forward.vlere: eJCcessive 
ci 

poli t:i/zation in the campus, political groupings within the 

campus and lack of employment opportunities. In regard to 

the factors such as caste, religion and different language 

groupings influencing the sp&.rking of student unrest, 

teachers, students, and administrators unanimously opined 

that these factors had no significant in flu enc e in both the 

years. These findings, however do not appear to agree with 

those of Ray (1968) in Uttar Pradesh and Parker (1976) in 

Vlest Bengal both of whom stressed that languages , caste,. and 

religion were responsible for the student unrest. Perhaps the 

contrary findings in the present research may be due to the 

admission policy of the Utkal University which emphasizes 

rr>eritand eJCcellence in academics for admitting students to 

higher education stream and thus at the P.igher educational 

level in Utkal University, almost all students are relatively 

more of a P.igh academic calibre. The second reason may be 

that most of the students are from Orissa and so speak the 

same language ( Oriya and F.nglish) and thus to quite an eJCtent 

the influence of religion or differmt languages or group 

factor may be relatively lesser amongst them as compared 

to that in Bengal and Uttar Pradesh. Also as pointed out 

by 1ltbach ( 1968) in Orissa there had bero more of socially 

oriented participation in the unrest rather thc>n relieion 

or caste based factor. 
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'.i'he :findings r~arding other causative :factors such 

as political interference in the university campus as causing 

student unrest, find support in the studies o:r O>rmack (1960), 

.Sarkar (1964), Sri Chandra (1971), Ray (1968), and Majumdar 

( 1981) who all had danonstrated that political factor was 'the 

most important cause of. student unrest. However these researches 

had not compared two different periods as hfls been done in the 

present research which has shovm political interference as a 

factor varyingly influencing the student unrest in the years 

1977 and 1982 respectively, with the latter showing greater 

influence than the fo:nner.The above differences in the causes 

attributed to student unrest in the two different periods, 

might be due to the reason that in 1977 as compared to "1982 

the students were not perhaps so highly drawn into and 

influenced by direct political involvement as the students of 

the latter period. Also, Perhaps what ever interference there 

was, the same was limited to ·an indirect than direct influence 

of the politicians in the campus • 

. 4nother causative factor that had significantly influenced 

student unrest in the present study appears to be the unemploy

ment factor. This was mGre frequently attributed as a cause 

in the unrest of 1982 than of 1977 • .studies by Lauterbach(1975), 

Oomm rn ( 1:!75) , Mishra ( 197'}, Vidyarthi ( 1976), and Majumdar 

( 1981) had also indicated that unemployment and the worsening 
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economic conditions of st-Jdents were the two most important 

causes for student unrest, but none of the above researches 

had focussed on the differences between any two periods. In 

the present research the difference in this factor between 

the two perj.ods may be perhaps attributed to the increasing 

uneQployment in the country year after year. In 1977, students 

passing out of higher education could hope to get enployment 

in one organisation or the other in the capacity of research 

staff, teaching faculty staff, management trainee etc. As the 

time passed, !'!Ore and more students occupied the available 

occupational stream and relatively fewer persons could get 

anployment as compared to the earlier periods. This explanation 

appears more appropriate to explain the differences in the 

two periods in regard to unemployment being considered as a 

factor Callsing student unrest. :FUrther the findings of Sharma 

and Chandra ( 1975) str::>ngly support the above findings that 

'future prospects• in regard to employment play a dominant 

role in student unrest. 

Other factors advanced as a cause for student unrest 

( 1977) in the present study were the lack of adequate 

curricular and recreational acti viti es in the campus. Again 

in this regard, one observed a difference in the two periods 

under con si.deration viz. while the lack of adequate curricular 
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and recreational activities was advanced as a cause- for .1977 

student unrest, the latter namely uncertainty about future 

was advanced as an important cause for 1982 unrest. The 

findings of 1977 find support in those of Srichandra ( 1971) 

and Sinha ( 1975) whO demonstrated that lack of opportunities 

for proper utilization of L~isure time and lack of curricular 

activities led to student unrest. In 1982 unrest, it was 

felt that uncertainty about the fUture was a cause for 

students to resort more to unrest than in 1977. One may 

explain this by stating that considerable changes had been 

brought about in Utkal University in regard to curricular and 

other related issues in the later part of nineteen sevmties 
the 

and early part of/eighties. Perhaps lack of adequate 

curriculum was not as introsive in 1982 as was in 1977. 

F.aving discussed the differences in the causes that led 

to 1977 and 1982 student unrest, respectively, it is now 

relevant to discuss in what respects the three major groUJlS 

in the university (viz. teachers, students and administrators) 

were similar or differed in their perception of the causative 

factors leading to studrnt unrest. In this regard, it is 

observed that the three groups were unanimous in their 

perception of the causes :for the unrest in 1982 being the 

excessive politicization in the campus. Also the three groups 
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were similar in their opinion in regard to the fact that 

religion, caste and language had no role to play in student 

unrest in both the years. On the other hand, the three 

groups differed on issues such as faulty university 

administration, lack of adequate relationship between teachers 

and students etc. as being a cause :for student unrest. R>r 

instance, while the teachers, and students attributed faulty 

university administration to the unrest of 1977, the adminis

trators denied the same and said that it was due to excessive 

politicization only. Secondly, while the students opined 

in a number of instances that it was the lack of adequate 

curricular and recreational activities and unfavourable 

teacher-taught relation ship which led to student unrest, the 

teachers did not agree with this view point. May be such 

denials and contradictions are as ex:pected since none would 

like to hold oneself responsible for a negative event such 

as student unrest and so a cause that is attributed to the 

administrators such as faulty university administration is 

denied by them; and similarly a cause such as poor teacher

taught relationship is denied by the teachers. 

B : THE NATURE OF 3rUD!iNT UNREST 

The results of the present study had shown that in the 

year 1977, the unrest was relatively more psychological than 



political in nature. Also in 1977 the problans which led 

to the unrest were reported to have bern of longstanding 

in nature where as in 1982 they were of 'immediate• or 

•urgent• in nature. FUrthermore while in 1977 unrest, the 

local· and petty politicians were involved in the unreE:t Of 

1982. the involvanent was from middle wrung ana state level 

politicians. The above findings appear to support those Of 

studies by COrmack (1960), Roy (1968), Srichandra (1971), 

Sarkar (1974), Bhatt (1972), Sinha (1980), ;Utbach (1982) etc., 

who had all shown similar findings as in the present study. 

\'!hen the three groups (teachers, ntudents, and administra

tors) are compared for their perception of the nature of studrot 

unrest, it is seen that all the three groups felt that in 1982, 

a large number of students participated in the unrest and their 

behaviour was very aggressive <nd their demands were not genuine 

at all as compared to the 1977 unrest which was perceived as 

relatively less aggressive and more genuine in the studmt 

demands. While the administrators and studrots agreed that 

the involvement of students was less in 1977 as compared to 

1982 unrest, the teachers felt that it was the same in both 

the years. 

As for the nature of invol van mt of students in the 1977 

unrest, only teachers and students had agreed that it was 
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spontaneous, where as the administrators felt that it was 

neither spontaneous nor imposed. On the other hand in the 

1982 unrest, teachers and administrators felt that the nature 

of involvement of students in the unrest was imposed (viz. the 

students were forced to participate) than spontaneous; the 

student groups felt that it was neither imposed nor spontaneous. 

In re,gard to the organisation and discipline amongst the 

studrots during the unrest in 1977, the teachers and administ

rators felt that it was only moderately organised and disciplined 

as compared to that of 1982 which v1as perceived as having bero 

totally disorganised and indisciplined in nature. 1'he students 

however contradicted the above view and stated that the unrest 

was well organised and disciplined in both the years. 

A.s for the involvement of political parties in student 

unrest, it was perceived that in 1977 petty politicians were 

involved in the unrest, where as in 1982 :Lt '!las perceived 

that more middle wrung and state level politicians were 

involved in the unrest. These differences in the perception 

of the three groups may be attributed to the following reasons. 

Since the unrest of 1977 was confined to -:;he problems betwem 

the studmts and administrators and was mere psychological 

in nature, only local petty politicians interfered. On the 

contrary in 1982, middle wrung and state level politician were 

more involved perhapsbece.use of their vested interest in the 
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un.i versi ty as they wanted to ex:ploi t the s"tudm t groups to 

str8!1e;then their own base a'!longst the students. Another 

factor which mie;ht have contributed to the fc.ctor involving 

of politicians in the campus could be that of realisation on 

the part of the students r~arding the benefits that may 

e.ccrue to thEm as a result of poli ti ce.l in•-olvem mt. In 

o.ddi tion to the above, it may be s2id th-:t in the seventies 

?11d. before th.?.t, the students were 1) or haps relati vel.y more 

academically orir-nted mo.d interested in their studies as 

compared to the present day wherein one finds less academic 

orientation, more of e;roupism a'llongst students according to 

the ideologies of the concerned political parties \vl'lich 

influence them. 

&> far as the observation regarding the nature of involvc

mcnt of stud'?!'! ta 2.11Ci their behe.viour in the unrest are concrxneclJ 

in 19'17 relatively lesser numocr of students appear to have 

.,-,a.rticipated o.pontaneously and their behaviour was slightly 

less azgressive than ttose in 1982 l'lherein not only more 

students ar:roe2.r to have participated because the unrest was 

imposed on them, but also they h2d been rather very aggressive 

in corrrpari38n to their counterparts in the 1977 unrest. The 

reasons behind this difference agair. may be attributed to the 

greater acadewic orientation of 1977 students who utilized 

t;1eir tir.Je more judiciously by showi;1g ronern :for time factor 
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as compared to the students of 1988 who mainly indulged in 

undesirable behaviour. As pointed out by Sinha ( 1980), 

instead of ideology, orderliness and discipline there were 

only some tendmcies to hooliganian, sporadic, oftm senseless 

protests and agitations in the student unrest and hardly there 

was any serious, purposefUl and ideological student movement. 

Altbach (1982) remarked that the spirit and ideological 

commitmrnt of the indepEndence struggle bas been lost and 

profound changes appeared in the nature and orirntation of 

student movements in the post IndependEnce period. 

further it was also observed that in the unrest of 1977 

students used peacefUl tactics like hunger strikes, peacefUl 

marches, presentation of black flag to authorities, boycotting 

the classes etc., where as in the 1982 unreSt the students had 

adopted very aggressive tactics like picketing, gheraoing, 

sabotC1!5e, destruction of property and physically assaulting 

the authorities. The change in approach between the two 

periods could be attributed to various factors including 

relatively better interaction between teachers and students, 

better understanding of students by the administrators and 

relatively more respect for teachers etc. As observed in 

this study, the demands of students were more academically 

oriented as compared to the demands of the later years 

whereJ.Jl the students protested for any issue including 

non -issues. At times their protest was to support the protests 
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going on in any part of the world. In this context the 

findings of Sinha ( 1980) supports the above findings. He 

found that earlier unrests were meant for fb.:cussing student 

gri.evances concerning examination • admission and so on • but 

in later years it got transformed into a larger social 

movement. Further he opined that all varieties of issues 

have served as incitement for campus unrest • ranging from 

socio-political issues to very minor grievances. 

As for the nature of unrest in terms of discipline and 

organisation • the present research showed that the 1977 unrest 

was more well organised and disciplined than the 1982 unrest 

I'erhaps this difference mey be due to the fact that in 1977 

unrest s.'oadent s were influenced generally by one ideology, 

but in the recent years they are motivated by Bany ideologies. 

PreviouGly there used to be relatively more cohesion amongst 

students a'ld they used to possess a sense of "we feeling", 

but in the later years s-uch feelings have been relativeJ:,' absent. 

It appears that more often students seem to be interested in 

groupisn which creat.,,; tension and leads to unhealthy competition, 

development of ri val'Y , and disharmony amongst the students. 

further the findings in the presrnt research .sb6)?ed that politica::. 

groupings within the ca1:1pus had led to student unrest in the 

year 1982, gives credence to the above observation a'1d rationale. 
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The findings of this research has also indicated that 

all the tlu-ee groups had changed their perception r~arding 

the nature of causes in terms of duration of demsnda made. 

For instance the nature of causes in the first unrest 

( 1977) was of longstanding in nature, where as it was of 

"i=ediatc" or urgmt in nature in the 1982 unrest. Since 

the latter has been perceived to be more poli ticclly tinged, 

and as political factolsgenerallyhave no time dimension, 

theycould generate tension at any time, in the ca'llpus. On the 

contr~~ cultural, psychological and economic factors have 

time dimmsion, and so they take time to gmerate any sort 

of disturbance within an individual or a group in regard to 

these aspects. 

C : THE CON SEQJENCF~ OF Sl'UDEt!T UNRES'l' 

The findings in re~ard to this factor indicated that the 

teachers, students and administrators had changed their 

perception r~arding the man~emmt of unrest and fulfilment 

of student dernands. At the same time, they had all felt that 

the unrest resulted in heavy loss of time in the educational 

and vocational career of the studE!'lts and ex:treme mental 

tension to them during both the unres~ All the three groups 

had perceived generally onlythe bad consequences Of unrest in 

bath the years. 
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Thus the findings of the present study has on the one 

hand found support in some Of the earlier researches in 

r~ard to political involvement being on the increase in the 

campus life etc., v1here as it has contradicted the earlier 

findings in r~ard to the involvement of easte, religion 

and language in influencing the unrest. 

To summarise the discussion, one may state that the 

present study which set out with the objectives of finding 

out the change of perception regarding the causes, nature and 

consequences of student unrest and to comuare the similarities 

and dissf:milarities amongst the tr.ree groups viz. teacher-

studen-ts and administrators in the uni.versi ty, was able to 

arrive at the conclusion that not only there was a significnnt 

difference in the nature and causes of student unrest between 

1977 and 1982, but also the three groups differed significantly 

amongst tbanselves in r~ard to their perception of causes and 

nature in the unrest of 1977 and 1982o 

This C'napter has thus been able to successfullY highlight 

some of the eJCclusive findings of this study as compared to 

the ones conducted earlier. 

The nex:t chanter presents the summary and conclusion of 
~ ~ 

the present research. 
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CEA.l'i'&'1-VI 

St'i'\~4--".Y AND CONCLUSION~ 

Having discussed the findings of this study in the light of 

e2rli"'r r es~~,n·ches, it bec:::>mes imperative to summarise t!"le findings 

and arrive at the major conclusions of this research. 

A.s mentioned earlier,"the mpin objectives of this present 

resc:1rch HE'>I. e : 

l. 'i'e> ascertain if there had been any chunge in regard ·to 

causes, nature and consequences of student unrest in the 

yeacs 1977 and 1982. 

2. 'fo ascertain if there \~as any difference arrongst the 

th:r:·ee major .,roups in Utkal University viz. teachers, 

stuc'ents and administrators in regar·d to their p:=rcertion 

o.E C..:1US!ZS, n/itU re and consequences of student unrest in 

1 97 7 :, s •.-:ell cl s in 1 98 2 • 

In line !-lith the above objectives, f'ollov1ing si:: hy~.uthcses 

,.l~'r e f ormul.C!t ed • 

1. 'i'mre >~ill be no difference bet\-Ieen the tv.o years 1977 

and 1982 in regard t:::> causes of student unrest. 

2. There \·lill be no difference bet•.-n"en the t vo years 197 7 and 

1902 in regard t:::> the nature of student unrest. 

3. 'i'hP.re Hill be no dL~.Cerence betHecn the tvJO years 1977 

end 1982 in regard to the conseque~ces of student unrest. 
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4. The cCJuses 0\S percoiv,~ leading to stu< .. ent unrest in the 

years 1977 and 1982 ,.,ill not varry across the three gr::>ups 

viz., teachers, students and administrators. 

5. 'i'he.:-e •.-!ill be no difference in the perc.eption of these 

three ·_;r::>ur-s viz., teachers, stud~nts and ~c1minist.c ·.t8J:s 

r-~gcn:ding the nature oi: stc:dent unrest 1-1hich occurred :~n 

1977 iind 1982. 

6, ·~·here vrill be no difference in the perception of 

these three gr:mps viz. te"chers, stu·~:ents and admi.nis

trators reg"!rding the consequences of student um:e!;t in 

the yedrs 1977 and 1982. 

To t<~st tl1e al:ove six hypotheses a comparative research 

c!·:>::Jgn 'ch1S used. The setting chosen to c:>nduct the study \·:as the 

Utkul University; the reason for chCY:>Sing the same fort his 

rese•:trch are gi•ren -in cetail in the methodology ch:;o;ter. 

The sam,le consisted of a total of t<~enty-eight tec•.chers, 

t\·lenty-tv.o students and.t<~enty .administrators, who had all 

t-~itnessed the 1977 and 1982 unrest ano uere still continuing to 

serve in ::me capacity or the other in the same university.'l'o ascertain 

thr.o differences in the nature,causes and consequences of student unrest 
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in. the two periods, an open ended and a structured questionnaire 

covering the three areas were prepared and administrated to the 

three groups in the university. The results were then analysed 

response by response applying Wilcoxon Matched Pair Sign Rank Te:st. 

1. 

2. 

The results of this study were as follows:-

Bet•deen 1977 and 1982, there was significant difference 

in the causes that led to student unrest. For instance, 

t.hile in 1977 the causes were faulty university administration, 

poor teacher-taught relationship, poor administrator- student 

relationship, lack of adequate curricular and recreational 

activities; in 1982, the causes that led to the onset of 

unrest were excessive politicization in the campus, political 

groupings within the campus, political interference and lack 

of employment opportunities in the future. 

The teachers, students and administrators were 

unanimous in their opinion that religion, language and caste 

played no significant role in the onset of student unrest 

in both the years. They however differed amongst themselves 

in regard to the causes viz., faulty university administration, 

poor teacher-student interrelationship, lack of adequate 

academic and recreational facilities, and poor administrator

student relationship. For instance, while student and 

teachers attributed the onset of 1977 unrest to faulty 

university administration, the administrators did not agree 
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'1-rith the above view. While administrators felt that the 

lack of adequate curricular activities was the cause of 

student unrest in 1977 1 the students denied the same. 

·rhus there was a significant difference in the perception 

of the three group8 in regard to the causes that led to 

student unrest. 

The nature of student unrest varied between the two 

periods, with 1977 being relatively more psychological in 

nature, slightly more disciplined, better organised, with 

lesser involvement of politicians from outside. On the 

contrary the 1982 unrest was considered to be more political 

in nature, s:>mewhat poorly disciplined, poorly organised and 

' with greater involvement of politicians from out side. 

As for the consequences, all the three groups ~re 

unanimous in stating that there were damaging consequences 

as a result of the student unrest in both the years. 

The above findings were discussed in the light of other 

studies in the field. Thus the study which set out with the 

objectives of ascertaining the trend in the changes that occurred 

in the causes, nature and consequences of student unrest, was able 

to conclude that during the t"JO different periods of time there has 

been a change in the causes and nature of unrest itself that led 

the unrest. While in 1977, the unrest was caused more by academic 
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and non-political factors, in 1982, the unrest was caused by more 

non-academic and more political factors. As for the nature of 

unrest, the 1977 unrest was more psychological in nature where as 

the 1982 unrest was more political in nature. 

~TATIONS AND SUGGEsriONS 

Every research study, especially in the fi-=ld of social 

Sciences suffers from a few lirttitations due to mainly the kind of 

data available, and as researcher deals with certain situations 

over which he has no control • 

In this research, every attempt was made to render the 

findings as valid and generaliZ·able as possible. Hov.-ever there are 

certain major limitations which have to be kept in mind while making 

inferences from the findings of this study. These are listed belovn-

1. The "two year 5' periods taken for the study are rather 

too close to make one wonder if the obtained differences could 

really be valid. At the same time, as mentioned in the 

methodology section, these two periods have been not only 

chosen because of the gap of five years between them but 

also due to the fact that these two years (1977 and 1982) 

experienced a traumatic effect as a result of the student 

unrest.· Ofc::>urse it could have been ideal to have considered 

t\>ro different decades, 1970s and 1980s, but persons serving 

for that many years in the same institution were difficult 

to obtain for gathering the needed information. 
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Another 1 imitation refers to the choice of only one 

university. Ideally those universities which have witnessed 

and experienced student unrest more frequently and intensely, 

like that of Allahabad university should have been taken up 

and perhaps a comparison of the student unrest in t~~ different 

decades in about three or four universities would have given 

more reliable and generalizable information. The time factor 

-being limited in this study, only one university could be 

covered and so the choice fell on Utkal University in which 

such a study had not been conducted at any time earlier. 

The third limitation refers to~e 'perception factor'. 

Whether nature or causes or consequences, these have been 

inferred in this study only from the perceptions of the 

three groups in regard to the student unrest Which had taken 

place sorre years ago. These perceptions generally may be 

tinged with one's subjective f<~elings and experiences at the 

tiw.e, the event had taken place and at the time they are 

resp::>nding as well as by various factors that take place in 

the intervening period. Hence What has been concluded may 

not be exactly what had really taken place but some what 

different from it alsO. To ensure however, certain degree 

of reliability the same subjects who have witnessed both 

the unrest, who had worked earlier and continued to w:>rk 

presently in the sarre universit:y have been taken as 

respondents. 
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Because of 19 ::J many restrictions in selecting the 

needed sample, the size <)f sample has been rather small for. 

any major categorical conclusions or inferences to be drawn. 

This could have been to an extent over=me if more than one 

university had been taken for the conduct of this research. 

This was not possible in this st:udy due to time factor. 

Last but not the least is the statiscital tools used 

in this study. The data available as well as the information 

needed were such that every response had to be considered 

for the directional change that had taken place in the two 

periods and that two amongst all the three groups. Methods 

such as path analysis etc. might have been used but for the 

fact that each response had to be separately considered. 

Despite the above limitations the findings -:>f the study 

had thrown light on a very difficult area in the field of 

social psychology. It i!l earnestly hoped that this study 

has been able to bring about an understanding to layman 

and expert alike about a rather difficult problem that has 

been bothering every institution of higher education in 

India, more frequently and with greater intensity 

particularly in the recent years. 

To bring about a better insight into the problem of 

student unrest, the futu:t·e researchers could take up a few 
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more universities as well as include a few colleges under 

t~ which had experienced unrest time and again, Secondly, 

it couldbe ideal to irrrnediately handle the problem of unrest 

as it occurs or within a period of weeks after it had occurred 

so that the causes, nature, and consequences could be more 

reliably ascertained which has not been possible in this 

study. Another aspect that needs to be considered is the 

damages caused to the society in terms of mob violence etc. 

consequent to student unrest. It would also be worth1ohile 

to study those who resort to unrest so as to delineate a t~ica.l 

personality, social and biological profile which could be 

used later to prevent studmt unrest from arising. 
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PERCEPTION OF ~uDENT UNREST 

P~<AL DATA OF THE R:3.'l?0NDENT 
1. Age : 
2. Sex 
3. University: 
4. Department 
5. EducationaJ. Q.lalification 
6. TeaC'lli.ng Ex:perie..l'Jce 
7. Income: 
8, Ma.rHal .status: Single/Married 
9. Religion 
10.Type of family -Nuclear/Joint 
nT Sl'RUCTICJrT 

This is a questionnaire that has been structured 
to elicit information regarding Perceptions of the tea
chers, students, and administrators about student unrest 
in the Utkal University during two periods of time, namely 
1977 and 1982. 

Here ~here are two parts of this questionnaire viz. 
part-I and part II. In case of part-I you have to choose 
one response out of five given in each question, but you 
are requested to choose most suitable alternative (s) 
provided against each question (in case o:f part-II). and 
in case you find that non of the alternatives presented 
falls within you.r perception, then go for "any other, 
specify" head and indicate your perception clearly. It is 
requested that you mey frMkly express your opinion without 
any hesitation and inhibition as all your response will be 
kept in :hiehly confidential. 

P 1\R--r-I 

1. l"lhat level of imrolvement do you think the political 
I?arti es had in the unrest? 
(a) 100% involvement from the time o:f instigating the 

2. 

students to the cessation o:f unrest. 
(b) Political involvement up to the instigating level. 
(c) Involvement only indirectly from outside. 
(d) Involvement only at the time of negotiation. 
(e) No involvement at all. 

To what extent do you think 
caBte differences? 

the unrest was caused by 

(a) To a great extent. 
(b) To a reasonable extent 
(c) To some extent 
(d) To no extent at aJ.l. 
( e) no existence of any kind of caste. 



3. To what extent do you think the unrest was caussd 
by differences in· religion? 
(a) To a great extent. 
(b) ·:ro a reasonable e:dent. 
(c) ·To rome extent. 
(d) To no extent at all. 
(e) No existence of any kind of religion. 

4. ·ro what extent do you think the unrest was caused 
by different language groups? 
(a) To agreat exte11t. 
(b) To a reasonable exte11t. 
(c) To some extent. 
( d) To no extent at all. · 
re) No existence of any kind of language groups. 

5. 'Io what extent do you think the contradiction of 
exnectations between students and administrators 
was respoaisible for the unrest. 
(a) To a great extent. 
(b) To a reasonable extent. 
(c) To some extent. 
(de) To no J?<C'!ient at all. 
( ) Ther~Orliy formal relationship between the 

students and the administrators. 

6. Indicate to what extent the unrest was affected by 
lack of understanding between the teachers and 
students? 
(a) Very much affected. 
(b) ~ite affected. 
(c) Moderately af:fected. 
(d) A:f:fected to an extent only. 
(e) Not at all a.:f:fected. 

7. What according to you was the level Of involvement 
of the student community in the unrest? 
(a) Entire student co=unity. · 
(b) A large section o:f student community. 
(c) A small section of student community. 
(d) Only those :few whose interests were at stake. 
(e) None at all. 

8. What according to you was the nature of unrest in 
terms of behaviour of students? 
(a) Very aggressive. 
(b) .Aggressive. 
(c) Mild. 
(d) Retiring. 
( e) SUbmissive. 

9. What accordil)g to you VJas the nature of unrest in 
terms of organisation? 
(a) F.ighly organised. 
(b) Organised. 
(c) Moderately organised. 
(d) Disorganised. 
(e) Highly disorganised. 



10. What according to you v1as ·~he nature of unrest in 
terms of discinline ? 
(a) Highly disciplined. 
(b) Disciplined. 
(c) Moderately disciplined. 
(d) Indisciplined. 
(e) Highly indisciplined. 

11. Vlhat do you think about the tackling of the unrest 
by the university authority? 
(a) Very easy to tackle. 
(b) Easy to tackle. 
(c) Neither difficult nor easy. 
(d) Difficult. 
( e) Very difficult. 

12. What according to you 1vas the unrest in terms of 
spontaniety? 
(a) Highly spontaneous. 
(b) .Spontaneous. 
(c) Neither spontaneous nor imposed. 
( d) Imposed. 
(e) Highly imposed. 

13. What do you think O:f the genuineness of student 
demands? 
>a) Highly genuine. 
, b) Genuine. 
( c~ Moderately genu:i.ne. 
(d Hot GEnuine. 
( e Highly ingenuine. 

14. What were the benefits accrued to the student comm
unity as a result of unrest ? 

!
a) All dooands met. 
b) .lbme demands r.Jet and others not met. 
c) QJ.ite a few demands met. 
d) No danmds met. 

(e) None. of the deoands met but also highly 
adversely affected. 

15. How long the unrest continued? 
(a) Continued for one month and more. 
(b) Continued far ten days but less than 

one month. 
(c) Continu·ed for five days and more but less 

than ten days. 
(d) Continued for a day or rr:ore but less than 

five days. 
(e) stopped immediately. 



( . \ 
\ J.V J 

1. \'lhat according to you caused the student unrest? 
(a) Faulty university administration. 
(b) Lack of material and acadEmic facilities. 
(c) Lack of healthy teacher-l;aught relationship. 
(d) Lack of cultural cordi al.i ty in the cronpus. 
(e) Elccessive polit:Lcization in the camrms: 
(f) Any other, speci:fy. 

2. What according to you was th~ source of ~-nitiat:'.on? 
(a) Political parties from o·_rtside the camuus. 
(b) Political groupin1ss within the campus.· 
(c) Administrative £t aff in the Campus. 
(d) Any other, speci~J• 

3. Whom do you think v1as the supporter of the unrest? 
(a) Office bearing national and high level politici-

a.'1s. 
(b) Middle wrung state level politicians. 
(c) Local and petty politicians. 
(d) Any other, speci~J. 

4. What among the ft>llowing you think was the economic 
cause chiefly responsible? 
(a) Lack of or substandard accommodation facilities. 
(b) Lack of or substandard reading and library faci-

lities. 
(c) Lack of miscellaneous fo.cilities like good conve

yance, recreation etc. 
(d) F.igh tuition :::'ees. 
(e) Any other, specify. 

5. What do you think of the most importa.'1t cause of 
student unrest? 
(a) Lack of curricular and recreational activities. 
(b) Uncertainty in getting a job amongst the students. 
(c) .~y other, specify. 

6. What according to you was the nature of unrest? 
(a) Political. 
(b) .Sb cial. 
(c) Economic. 
(d) Cultural. 
(e) P sychologicaJ.. 
(f) Any other, specify. 

7. What do you think about the nature of causes in terms 
of time? 
(a) Immediate. 
(b) Longstanding. 
(c) Any other, specify. 



B. Whom do you think the student unrest v1as directed 
against? 
(a~ University administration. 
(b Mgnbers of the teaching staff. 
( c Part of a country wide or bigger unrest in the 

area. 
(d) LOcal group of political importance. 
(e) I.ocal group of economic importance. 
(f) A section of students apparently the agents of 

outside anti students nolitic:u interest. 
(g-) Any other, specify. -

9. What exactly the modus-operandi of the student 
during the unrest? 
(a) PeacefUl tactics like hunger strike, peace marches, 

black flag presenting to the authority, boycotting 
of classes etc. 

(b) .Aggressive Tactics like picketing, ghera.oing, 
demonstration marches against the officials, 
sabotage and destruction of property and 
physically assaulting the authorities. 

(c) Any other, specify. 

10. What were the 1o sses suffered by the student community 
as a result of unrest? 
(a) No loss. 
(b) LOst credibility befOre the teachers. 
(c). LOst credibility be:tbre the administrators. 
(d) LOst educational and career onportunities. 
(e) Got ex:trane tension in groerai~ 
(f) Any other, specify. 

11. What according to you was responsible of the cessation 
of the unrest. 
(a) .strict and repressive measures adopted by the 

university authority. 
(b) Meeting the demands through negotiation half way. 
(c) Meeting the dm mds fUlly.. 
(d) The unrest withered away of its own, due to lack 

support from witr.in. 
(e) Ex:ternaJ. pressure from the Government on the 

university administration to do something for 
the unrest. 

(f) Ex:t ernaJ. nressure fro-m the Government on the 
students to discontinue strike. 

(g) -~Y other, specify. 

illank you. 
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